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INTRODUCTION 

1.1 The National Sports Centre (NSC) is located in the borough of Bromley, immediately to 

the north-east of Upper Norwood, by Crystal Palace District town centre. The park 

borders inner and outer London, and its perimeter directly abuts the London Boroughs 

of Southwark, Lambeth, Croydon, Lewisham, and Bromley. 

1.2 The Park is a valued open space and contains the National Sports Centre (NSC). Whilst 

the Park and its facilities attracts 1.68 million visitors a year, many areas are in a 

neglected state and generally the character, quality and range of facilities have 

degenerated. 

1.3 The Mayor has a leadership role on the development of an implementation plan for 

the Park to ensure a sustainable long-term future for the Park, including but not limited 

to the National Sports Centre (NSC). This role is enshrined in the adopted masterplan, 

and the GLA have been working closely with London Borough of Bromley’s 

regeneration team to develop a joined-up plan for the park.  

1.4 The NSC is an iconic Grade II listed building that is situated within Crystal Palace Park.  It 

is owned by the Greater London Authority (GLA) and managed and operated by 

Greenwich Leisure Limited (GLL).  The NSC estate provides athletics and swimming 

facilities and hosts a wide range of sporting activity.  It is also an important asset to the 

local community.   

1.5 In 2014 detailed work was carried out by CSM to assess the options for the future of the 

NSC.  Essentially, this concluded that significant capital investment was required, 

estimated at £15m and long-term management contract that incentivised the provider 

to also invest and commit to the improvement of the facilities, should secure the NSC’s 

future. Although the report is of value, the change in funding and political landscape 

has required the GLA to commission additional and a more up to date review. 

1.6 The Mayor is committed to a sustainable long-term sporting future for the NSC and is 

aware as a result of the CSM work that the NSC requires substantial investment in the 

coming years to ensure that it can meet the needs of the local and wider sporting 

communities.   

1.7 A phased yearlong review of the NSC by the GLA has now commenced, starting with 

this updated sporting facility assessment.   

1.8 Neil Allen Associates (naa) were appointed in November 2017 to undertake this work. 

naa were tasked with reviewing sporting provision in the local and sub regional area, 

focussing particularly on the future of athletics at the NSC, in order to develop a robust 

assessment of the current and future needs for sporting facility provision at the NSC, in 

order to deliver an evidence base, upon which a future strategy and vision for the NSC 

could be formulated. 

1.9 This report sets out the findings of the naa work for discussion and consultation with 

partners. The final report will in turn provide the evidence base for the next phase of 

work, the technical and procurement feasibility study, which will seek to set out the 

delivery and implementation of the identified needs and interventions.  
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APPROACH 

1.10 The approach to the work was to develop an understanding of the centre and its 

current status by first developing a baseline analysis. This was supplemented by further 

analysis of usage and the supply and demand drivers, to establish the evidence base.  

1.11 This provided the basis for the wide-ranging consultation programme, which helped to 

check and challenge the evidence base. As a result of the consultation process the 

vision was developed and the future needs established to deliver the vision.  

1.12 The consultation process was designed to provide a range of views with a bottom up 

approach starting with user views and testing these with the wider sporting community.  

1.13 The process was therefore as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.14 In December 2015 the Government published Sporting Future: A New Strategy for an 

Active Nation. This set out a bold and ambitious direction for sport policy and looks 

beyond simple participation to how sport changes lives and becomes a force for social 

good. Sport England’s Strategy was launched in May 2016 in response to Sporting 

Future. Sport England vision is that everyone, regardless of their age, background or 

level of ability, feels able to engage in sport and physical activity.  

1.15 Underpinning Sport England’s strategy is a behaviour change model and a set of 

investment principles. These investment principles have been developed into a 

Strategic Delivery Model process, which provides a framework for understanding needs 

and capital and other interventions.  

1.16 Whilst Sport England investment is not the focus of the work, the needs assessment work 

has been prepared following the principles of the Sport England’s Strategic Delivery 

Model approach, as shown in figure 1.1 overleaf.  

Baseline Analysis 

Strategic Context Analysis 

Demographic and Participation 

Analysis 

Centre Analysis  

Establishing the Vision – Consultation  

Local Consultation 

User Consultation  

Club Consultation 

NGB Consultation  

Evidence Base 

Usage Analysis 

Supply and Demand Analysis   

Future Needs   

Facility Requirements  

Management and Revenue 

Interventions  
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1.17 In this context the assessment starts with the baseline analysis, which led to the 

establishment of a vision, the report seeks to articulate the vision and outcomes 

required to transform the NSC, through local consultation and discussions with partners, 

against which future facility provision can then be considered at the Centre. 

Figure 1.1: Sport England Strategic Delivery Model 

 

 

1.18 The delivery model emphasises the need to involve and engage with partners and 

users early and throughout the process. Crystal Palace Sports Partnership (CPSP) is a 

group of key users and clubs formed to address the challenges and support the future 

development of the Centre. CPSP have been fully involved in the process, helping to 

support and shape the consultation process and evidence finding. CPSP also 

undertook an online survey and petition. These responses along with findings from a 

number of other Focus Group sessions and Open Forums have provided good local 

insight to help shape the vision and subsequent needs.   

1.19 Alongside this, other key partners, particularly in the context of the NSC, National 

Governing Bodies (NGBs) and Clubs, have been fully involved. This has helped to 

ensure a shared vision between users and these important wider partners.  

1.20 The consultation findings were assessed alongside baseline analysis and the hard data 

evidence base to establish a rounded understanding of need.  

1.21 In line with the delivery model principles, what has been evident throughout the study 

process is that many of the challenges faced by the NSC are not only facility and 

capital investment issues but are also management and operational. 

1.22 In the context of the strategic delivery model, the report therefore draws on the 

consultation views locally and of key partners, along with the supply and demand, and 

hard evidence, to develop a vision for National Sports Centre.  

1.23 As a starting point for the assessment the next section sets out the baseline analysis of 

the NSC. 
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NSC BASELINE ANALYSIS 

Strategic Context Analysis  

1.24 In developing the baseline for the NSC, consideration has been given to the strategic 

context and key national, regional and local policy drivers which influence the 

development of priorities for sport at the NSC and the surrounding area.   

1.25 The following review summarises the most relevant elements of national policy that 

influence the development of the NSC.  Local and sport specific strategies are 

highlighted in section 2 under the relevant consultation heading.  

Sport England Strategy ‘Sporting Future – a new strategy for an Active Nation’ 2016 – 

2021’ 

1.26 As set out previously the release of the new Sport England Strategy in May 2016 builds 

on the Government’s strategy. It is titled - ‘Sporting Future – a new strategy for an 

Active Nation’ 2016 – 2021. This strategy emphasises that future funding decisions will 

be made based on the social good that physical activity and sport can deliver, not 

simply on the number of participants.  

1.27 Government has redefined what success looks like in sport by concentrating on the five 

key outcomes: physical wellbeing, mental wellbeing, individual development, social 

and community development and economic development. 

1.28 Sport England’s vision is that everyone in England, regardless of age, background or 

level of ability, feels able to engage in physical activity and sport. Some will be young, 

fit and talented, but most will not. We need a sport sector that welcomes everyone - 

meets their needs, treats them as individuals and values them as customers.  (Towards 

an Active Nation 2016 – 2021). 

1.29 Within the new strategy there is a clear focus on tackling inactivity as the strategy 

recognises that more than one in four people in England (28%) do less than 30 minutes 

of physical activity a week. The new strategy places a much greater emphasis on 

groups who are typically much less active such as women, disabled people and those 

from disadvantaged backgrounds. 

1.30 The new strategy makes clear recommendations with an emphasis placed on working 

locally to address high levels of physical inactivity and increase the number of active 

people. The Strategy will see investment driven by identification of local need.    

1.31 Sport England has also placed a strong focus on the role that collaborative and multi-

agency working with local partners has to play in supporting the step change that is 

required to tackle inactivity. There is a focus on the right mix of facilities, in accessible 

locations and the right programmes to engage those currently not taking part in sport 

and physical activity.  

1.32 At a national level, there is therefore a recognition that the best value for public 

investment lies in targeting under-represented groups and the least active. If the NSC 

wishes to align to national sports policy, this should be a key consideration in planning 

for the future of the Centre, in terms of the facilities that are provided but more 

importantly the sporting and physical activity offer and programmes.  

1.33 Whilst there are clearly elements of the NSC, which already provide and can further 

provide for the inactive, a focus on this may not fully reflect the NSC’s unique offering 

and the range and scale of provision at the Centre.  
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Masterplan Design and Access Statement – Crystal Palace Park  

1.34 Developed in 2007 the masterplan for the NSC Park contains 5-core principles. One of 

the principles was a sports and events park. The masterplan also talked about the NSC 

as a regional sports centre.  

1.35 Although over 10-years old there are some key principles in the masterplan, which 

remain relevant, firstly and critically a commitment to sports facilities. Clearly over the 

past 10-years much has changed in terms of the sporting environment, not least the 

impact of 2012. The terms sports and events park were used in the 2007 masterplan, this 

is a vision that now needs to be redefined, given the changes over the past decade. 

Whether the NSC still has a regional role is part of this assessment.  

1.36 Other principles, which are relevant in terms of implementation include a commitment 

to improving the interface and boundary issues that currently blight the transition from 

the NSC to surrounding park i.e. the abundance of hard surfaces, car parking, fences 

etc and very poor legibility and the renovation of the Paxton axis to create a clearer 

more legible pedestrian access through the park. This could be achieved in a variety of 

different ways including by removing the podium and the ancillary buildings around 

the NSC, returning the axis to grade. These implementation issues will be part of future 

phases of work. 

Demographic and Participation Analysis  

Demographic Analysis  

1.37 Crystal Palace Park is located in the London Borough of Bromley. Bromley has a total 

population of 327,947 residents in 2017. Bromley is the largest London borough in land 

area, it being 30% larger than the next largest Borough, which is Havering. The Borough 

has densely populated areas in the NW of the Borough, but the southern parts of the 

Borough has much smaller populations and a large rural area, e.g. around Biggin Hill.  

1.38 Bromley’s population is projected to increase to 363,456 residents by 2041, a 10.8% 

increase 2107 – 2041. The older population of Bromley, 65+ is 17% in 2017 and projected 

to increase to 18.2% by 2024. The black and ethnic population is the fastest growing 

part of the Bromley population, having increased from 8.4% in 2001 to 17.4% in 2017. 

The black African population is the largest growing part of this population.  

1.39 The NSC also sits in the centre of Crystal Palace Park, which is on the apex of five 

London Boroughs; Bromley, Lambeth, Croydon, Lewisham and Southwark. The Centre is 

within the geographical boundaries of the London Borough of Bromley, but it is of 

strategic importance to all five boroughs. In considering potential development 

opportunities for the site, it is therefore necessary to consider needs and demands from 

across the five boroughs, as well as the South London sub-region and, depending on 

the nature of plans being considered, the wider London and South-East region. 

1.40 The combined population of the five boroughs is circa 1.3 million. Taking South London 

as a whole Crystal Palace serves over 3 million South London residents.  

Participation Analysis  

1.41 The Sport England Market Segmentation (MS) data allows us to develop the adult 

sporting and physical activity profile for the Crystal Palace area. As it is site specific, the 

catchment extends across the five Boroughs. Taking a 5 kilometre or 3 miles catchment 

area radius of the Crystal Palace, based on Sport England research this is the 

catchment area for regular participation in sport and physical activity at the 

community level.  
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1.42 The key findings from the MS analysis are that the NSC catchment area shows almost 

all of the market segments – it is a real patchwork.  

1.43 It is a densely populated area and therefore offers a lot of scope for community 

participation. The market segmentation profile for the NSC catchment is of a younger 

adult population, with four of the top five market segments in population numbers 

being aged 18 – 45 years old.  These youngest segments play sports and do physical 

activity at above national rates of participation. Participation is an important lifestyle 

choice and being fit and active is important. Increasingly the focus is on individual 

based activities, such as gym or exercise classes rather than the playing of team sports. 

This is borne out by the operational analysis, which shows strong performance in these 

areas.  

1.44 The older age groups 55 - 65+ are the lowest in population numbers in the NSC 

catchment. Further reinforcing that the immediate NSC catchment population is a 

young population. 

1.45 Participation by the older age groups is focused on keeping fit and active and 

maintaining a healthy lifestyle. Outdoor activities especially walking, and to a much 

lesser extent bowls, are of much more importance than indoor activities. Whether the 

NSC holds the main key to getting this group more active is therefore debateable. The 

main indoor activities for this group are however swimming, exercise classes and gym. 

Facilities located closer to home and increasingly available for afternoon, not evenings 

are becoming of more importance. Health problems are the main barriers to 

maintaining participation. 

1.46 In terms of the most important facility types to reflect the overall NSC market segment 

profile it is therefore swimming pools, studios and gyms. Swimming is genuinely the only 

facility type that does provide for cradle to grave participation. 

1.47 The participation levels for sports halls and the hall sports of badminton, basketball, 

netball, table tennis and volleyball at a general community recreation level is low in 

respect of the market segmentation analysis. This is a reflection of the low participation 

rates for these sports nationally, as well as the population numbers in the NSC 

catchment area. However, this contrasts with the national and London trends, which 

show growth and strength of hall sports, netball, handball and basketball, particularly in 

terms of London. This is driven by club development and events.  

1.48 Overall the market segmentation findings for the NSC catchment area are showing a 

younger profile of adults and who participate in sport and physical activity at above 

national rates of participation and where sport and physical activity are important 

lifestyle choices.  

1.49 In terms of general participation there are therefore clear drivers in terms of health and 

fitness and swimming, less so in terms of hall sports for general community recreation, 

where the focus should perhaps be on sport, club and event development. 

Location Analysis  

1.50 Looking wider the NSC is situated within Crystal Palace Park, a large park created in 

south London by Sir Joseph Paxton's Crystal Palace Company between 1852 and 1855 

as the setting for the relocated and enlarged Crystal Palace, which Paxton had built 

and designed for the 1851 Great Exhibition in Hyde Park. The palace itself was 

destroyed by fire in 1936.  

1.51 The park sits within the London Borough of Bromley, but close to the borders with four 

other London boroughs: Lewisham, Southwark, Lambeth and Croydon. These are often 

referred to as the ‘Five Boroughs’ in a Crystal Palace context. 
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1.52 Crystal Palace NSC is well-served by public transport: the area is served by 13 bus 

routes, and the station on the edge of the park has national rail and London over 

ground links. This is well-illustrated by the map overleaf which shows the 60 minute 

public transport catchment for CPNSC. 

Map 1.1: 60 minute public transport catchment for the NSC 

 

1.53 Although driving within London is not encouraged in policy terms, nor is as reliable for 

mapping as public transport, the central location of the NSC within South London 

makes it also accessible to a large catchment by car, as can be seen in the map 

overleaf. 
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Map 1.2: 60 minute drivetime catchment for the NSC 

 

1.54 This evident accessibility, whether by public or private transport, makes the NSC a 

sound location to play a sub-regional role and serve the millions of Londoners that fall 

within its catchment. 

1.55 There is clear evidence of the NSC’s wide catchment from analysis of existing NSC 

health and fitness members as shown in the map overleaf. 
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Map 1.3: Analysis of Crystal Place members by Postcode  
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1.56 The mapping of existing members illustrates both the accessibility of the NSC – in that 

members are willing and able to travel considerable distances – and almost certainly 

reflects the specialised nature of provision (50m pool for example) for which users will 

be willing to travel further. 

1.57 The NSC, has a loyal core of local users who appear to participate above national 

averages and drive the core business of health and fitness.    

London-wide Picture  

1.58 The NSC was previously a high-performance training facility for several sports and an 

important event venue for London. However, with the development of new sports 

facilities at Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park, post the London 2012 Olympic and 

Paralympic Games, and investment in other national training facilities across the UK, 

the future role of the Centre needs to be redefined. The English Institute of Sport (EIS) 

supports performance and elites sport across England, the NSC is not part of this 

network.  

1.59 To understand fully the NSC context it is important to understand the London wide 

provision of major facilities sports facilities and how these have changed. The current 

and future role of the NSC has to be placed in this London wide picture of major sports 

facility provision. 

1.60 There are five 50m swimming pool complexes across London, including the NSC but 

none in the south west quadrant of London.       

1.61 The Crystal Palace aquatics centre opened in 1965, followed by the Gurnell Leisure 

Centre in Ealing in 1981. The next 50m pool was the outdoor Hackney Lido pool in 2006, 

followed by the Hillingdon Sports and Leisure Centre in 2010 and finally London 

Aquatics Centre in Newham in 2011. The only other pool site on a scale with the NSC 

and which also provides a separate and dedicated diving pool, is the London 

Aquatics Centre. 

1.62 The NSC aquatics centre meets a London wide need for events and serves as a major 

centre for club swimming and community participation to serve SE London, Surrey and 

Kent.  While much has changed the NSC still offers the only indoor 50m pool in South 

London and in this regard remains strategically important. 

1.63 In terms of the major indoor sports halls where there is a main hall of at least eight 

badminton courts, there are 12 venues across London. Of these only one other than 

the NSC is located in south east London and that is the eight badminton court sports 

hall located at Brixton Recreation Centre.  

1.64 The largest London venue is the Barking Sporthouse and Gym, with a 16 badminton 

court hall opened in 2012. The Sobell Centre in Islington has a 14 badminton court size 

sports hall and was opened in 1972. The Redbridge Sports and Leisure Centre with a 12 

badminton court size sports halls, opened in 1972.  

1.65 There are then several venues including the NSC which have a main hall and separate 

halls and where the total configuration of floor space adds up to between 10 - 12 

badminton courts. This provision includes centres at Sportsdock (2012), University of East 

London Dock, the Copperbox Arena (2013) in Hackney and Harrow Leisure Centre 

(1977). 

1.66 There are very few venues which have with extensive spectating capacity. The actual 

capacity does vary depending on the actual floor space needed for the sport and 

event. The main event venues are The Copperbox, followed by the NSC, Sporthouse 

and Sportsdock. Again, the NSC is the only south London venue.  
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1.67 The NSC was arguably the hub for London athletics from its development in the 1960s 

until the last decade. The stadium was the site of the country’s biggest spectator 

events each year until 2012 when it hosted its last Grand Prix; UK Athletics now has a 

long-term access agreement that secures use of the Olympic Stadium for its major 

events and consequently has not used the NSC since the Games, nor has any plans to 

do so. 

1.68 The NSC is one of eight indoor athletics centres within the M25, of which three are south 

of the River Thames. The 400m floodlit synthetic athletics track is one of 36 in the 

London boroughs. 

1.69 The indoor facilities were the first to be developed in London. However, since 2000 a 

number of new indoor athletics centres have opened in London, including the first 

indoor 200m track in the capital at Lee Valley Athletics Centre and a significant elite 

venue at Brunel University. There are now eight indoor centres within the M25, of which 

three are in South London (including the NSC).  

1.70 The recent award to Birmingham of the Commonwealth Games, will also provide 

athletics with a second large scale events venue.  

1.71 It is therefore important to appreciate that although much has changed the NSC 

remains an important venue, particularly in the South London context, in terms of scale 

and being able to provide a multi-sports venue at one site and within one building. It 

also provides for outdoor sports with its pitches and courts provision and athletics 

provision. It is truly the only multi sports facility venue within South London and one of 

very few in the whole of London.   

1.72 Set out in Appendix 2 are the spectator numbers for sports which have or could have 

their home at the NSC. It illustrates that the NSC remains well placed to play an events 

role across a number of sports. With a sports hall capacity of 1,500 and a swimming 

pool capacity of 3,000 additional seating would not be required to deliver a wide 

range of national league and sub-regional events, for which there is little or no 

alternative provision. These capacities serve the existing event profile well and provide 

for the needs of sub-regional events and major club competition.  
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Crystal Palace National Sports Centre Analysis  

Facility Provision Analysis  

1.73 The NSC was opened in 1964 and is a Grade ll* listed building set within 200 acres of 

parkland in the heart of south London. The Centre is managed by Greenwich Leisure 

Limited (GLL) under the Better brand.  

1.74 The Centre comprises significant sports provision as follows: 

• The modern gym has 120 pieces of equipment and two dedicated studios.  

• There are four pools including;  

- 50m pool - 50m long by 20m wide, with 8 lanes and a depth of 1.83m - 

2.06m. Equipped with a Swiss timing system, scoreboard and Ares software.  

The pool can seat 3,000 spectators and also accommodates water polo, 

synchronised swimming and octopus by arrangement; 

- Teaching pool - 18.28m long and 7.62m wide with a depth of 0.83m; 

- Diving pool - 20.11m long and 15.84m wide with a depth of 4.78m. There 

are 2x 1m spring boards, 2 x 3m spring boards, 1 x 5m, 7.5m and 10m 

platform boards; and 

- Training pool - 25m long and 12.5m wide with 6 lanes and has a depth of 

0.9m - 1.0m. There is limited spectating in this area. This sits separately from 

the main sports centre.  

1.75 The Athletics Stadium has a 400m eight lane Synthetic Track with full facilities for all 

track and field events. The grass area on the infield is 95.1m long by 67.5m wide. This 

area can accommodate pitches for football. This area is floodlit. The stadium also 

accommodates seating for 16,500 people with 9,500 covered. 

1.76 The indoor track is 110m long by 10m wide. It houses a six lane 60m Synthetic Track. This 

area also has pits for jumping and a throwing cage. 

1.77 The Main Sports Hall arena is 46m long by 29.18m wide and has a Junckers Sylva 

premium beech semi sprung floor. This area provides six badminton courts, two 

basketball courts, one basketball show court, two volleyball courts, one volleyball show 

court. This area can also accommodate five fighting areas, 8m long by 5m wide. There 

is bleacher seating for approximately 1,500 people and other activities can be 

accommodated by arrangement depending on specification. 

1.78 The North Balcony is 32m long by 17m wide and has a Junckers Sylva premium beech 

semi sprung floor. This area provides four badminton courts, one basketball court 

and one volleyball court. This area can also accommodate two fighting areas, 8m long 

by 5m wide. There are also floor plates for Asymmetric bars for gymnastics, which 

accounts for a lot of the current usage. 

1.79 Other indoor facilities include; three squash courts, climbing and weightlifting rooms.  

1.80 The Centre also has several outdoor pitches and facilities; Bar Pitch this is a-sand based 

all weather pitch which is 88.4m long by 49.4m wide.  This area can house hockey, 

football, 5-a-side football, korfball and Lacrosse. Floodlighting is available. The Dome is 

a covered area which has a 3g rubber crumb base. The area is 54.4m long by 35.7m 

wide. 5-a-side and 9-a-side can be played. The north pitch is 54.4m long by 37.6m 

wide. It houses 2 uncovered 5 or 6-a-side football pitches which measure 37.3m long by 
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1.85 This investment merely provides a status quo option and the investment is unlikely to 

see any increased usage, merely protecting existing provision and keeping the doors 

open. 

1.86 There is also currently no cost estimate for any Stadium seating refurbishment or 

reinstatement of the bar and hospitality facility. It has been identified that the cladding 

to the Lodge which is wooden presents an increased fire risk and needs to be 

replaced.  There is currently no cost estimate for this work. Surveys on which the 

information is based were undertaken between 2014 and 2016, therefore costs need to 

be adjusted for 2017-18 prices. There is also no sum for professional and consultancy 

fees which could be up to 20% of the works. In short significant capital is required.  

Facility Management Analysis   

1.87 The NSC is now managed by GLL under a traditional service contract that is used by 

the sport and leisure sector for the management of public leisure facilities. It has two-

years left to run having been subject to several contract extensions. The regular 

extending of the contract and the short-term nature of this has not helped GLL put any 

long-term plans in place or manage the centre pro-actively. The consequence is that 

at present there is a feeling of a centre is just ticking over without any clarity of 

purpose.  

1.88 Therefore, the facility does not appear to be functioning as effectively as it could be as 

either a leisure centre or a sub-regional events / sports development centre.  

1.89 GLL would like to see the NSC develop as a more flexible venue, meeting modern day 

sport and physical activity needs. Alternatively, clubs and key user groups would like to 

see the focus on club development and sports events, building on the NSC’s strengths 

and working with sports innovatively and pro-actively. Clubs find it difficult to access 

specific facilities when they need them and at the right costs and do not feel 

supported in trying to develop their sports. As a consequence, the NSC currently falls 

between stools.  

1.90 As set out above there are significant capital costs required merely to stand still and 

the feeling from users of a lack of investment and managed decline.  
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Summary Baseline Analysis  

1.131 Strategically the NSC appears to be lacking a clear vision and direction. The previous 

masterplan referred to a regional sports centre. It is evident that the NSC has a strong 

local catchment and this is borne out by a generally good operational performance. 

The NSC is also however clearly well located to play a wider role and although much 

has changed in terms of facility provision, over the 10-years since the masterplan, 

which may have impacted on the regional importance, the NSC remains unique within 

South London.  

1.132 Whilst the world has undoubtedly changed and although in need of significant 

investment, the NSC still provides significant sporting provision with a wider significance.  

1.133 The next section looks at the supply and demand and usage analysis to develop the 

evidence base.  

   

 

 

 

 



2: Key Issues & Evidence 
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INTRODUCTION 

2.1 The NSC provides for a range of sports, however the current and future needs are 

different for different sports; this section considers the usage profile and supply and 

demand drivers for the key sports and sets out the key issues and evidence on a sport 

by sport basis.  

ATHLETICS 

Athletics Stadium 

Background 

2.2 The athletics stadium at the NSC was built in 1964 on the site of the football stadium, 

that itself had a rich history of staging FA Cup finals and international matches, and it 

quickly became the pre-eminent spectator venue for the sport in the UK.  

2.3 Having ‘taken the baton’ from the White City stadium in this regard, it passed it on in 

2012 when the last major paying spectator event was held at the NSC; since 2013’s 

Anniversary Games, major athletics events in London have been hosted at the 

Olympic Stadium. 

2.4 Throughout its heyday as an athletics stadium, improvements were made, including 

the construction of the Jubilee Stand in 1977 which took the capacity to 16,500 (of 

which 9,500 are in covered seats). Further capacity can be added with temporary 

seating. 

2.5 However, despite the track, infield and competition equipment being well-maintained, 

the spectator infrastructure is now showing its age. The management, understandably 

given the current usage, have not invested significantly in the two stands, and there is 

a tired feel to the whole environment. 

Usage 

2.6 Note: this section reflects only athletics competition use of the stadium track (and 

stadium) – the following section covers the use of the same track as a training venue. 

Data has been provided by GLL on athletics events at the stadium from 2012 to 2017 

inclusive. Tables are included on following pages, largely as supplied by GLL, with some 

minor interpretation where necessary, plus some data analysis of averages in an 

attempt to paint a consistent picture. 
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Table 2.1: Athletics Usage 

2012 2013

Date Event Type Event Name

Est. no. 

competitors 

(each day)

Est. no. 

spectators 

(each day)

Date Event Type Event Name

Est. no. 

competitors 

(each day)

Est. no. 

spectators 

(each day)

Saturday 14 January Athletics Aviva Sportshall Fun in Athletics Festival                200              300 Saturday 12th  Athletics Aviva Sportshall Athletics                300               300 

Saturday 11th February Athletics Aviva Sportshall Regional Final                200              300 Sunday 11th Athletics Aviva Sportshall Regional Final                300               300 

Sunday 4th Athletics Age UK – Special & Challenge Event             2 000              500 Sunday 10th Athletics Age UK 10k              2 000               500 

Wednesday 28th & Thursday 29th Multi Sport School Games                500                -   Tuesday 26th & Wednesday 27th Multi Sport School Games (LYG)                500            2 000 

Sunday 1st Athletics Hercules Wimbledon                600           1 500 Sunday 7th April Athletics Hercules Wimbledon Athletics Championship                600            1 500 

Friday 13th to Saturday 14th Endurance 

Run
The Trussell Trust 24hr Run                 50                50 3rd May Friday Athletics Independent Coaches course                  10                 10 

Sunday 10th Athletics Race for Life             2 500              600 23rdJune Sunday  Athletics Race for Life              2 500               600 

Saturday 16th Multi Sport London Youth Games Hub                800              100 30th June Sunday Athletics Rotary District                200               300 

Sunday 24th Athletics Rotary District Athletics                200              300 11th  June Tuesday Athletics Dunraven Sports Day                100               700 

Saturday 30th Multi Sport London Youth Games             5 000              500 12th  June Wednesday Athletics Ark School Sports Day                200               200 

Sunday 1st Multi Sport London Youth Games             5 000              500 17th  June Monday Athletics Gipsy Hill Sports Day              1 500               800 

Wednesday 4th Athletics Harris Academy Sports Day             9 000           1 000 19th  June Wednesday Athletics Deptford Green Sports Day                500               500 

Saturday 7th & Sunday 8th Athletics Southern England Athletics                800              800 20th June Thursday Athletics Sydenham School Sports Day                500               500 

Friday 13th & Saturday 14th Athletics London Aviva Grand Prix                300          16 000 21st  June Friday Athletics Harris Crystal Palace Sports Day                500               500 

24th  June Monday Athletics Haberdashers Askes Sports Day                280               280 

total event days: 18 totals: 28 800          39 300         25th June Tuesday Athletics Sedgehill School  Sports Day                175               350 

stadium event days: 16 stadium averages: 1 775            2 419          26th  June Wednesday Athletics La Retraite RC School Sports Day                800               350 

stadium average without Grand Prix: 479             27th  June Thursday Athletics Bishop Thomas Grant Sports Day                650               100 

28th  June Friday Athletics Bonus Pastor Sports Day                600               200 

Thursday 4th  Saturday 6th & Sunday 7th July Multi Sport London Youth Games            12 000            7 500 

Tue 9th July Tuesday Athletics St Thomas the Apostle Sports Day                150               600 

10th  July Wednesday Athletics Charter House Sports Day                700               700 

11th July Thursday Athletics Forest Hill School Sports Day                100               700 

12th July Friday Athletics Harris Federation Sports Day              1 000          11 000 

15th  July Monday Athletics Kingsdale Sports Day                150            1 200 

16th July Tuesday Athletics London Nautical school Sports Day                360                 70 

17th  July Wednesday Athletics Walworth School Sports Day                250               500 

18th  July Thursday Athletics Evelyn Grace Sports Day                300               650 

19th  July Friday Athletics Elm Green Sports Day                900                 -   

total event days: 32 totals: 28 125           32 910         

stadium event days: 30 stadium averages: 918               1 644            
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2014 2015

Event/Contract Name Sport Event Date(s) Facility Required Competitors Spectators Event/Contract Name Sport Event Date(s) Facility Required Competitor

Crystal Palace Indoor Track Meet Athletics 08-Jan Indoor Track 100             40               Panathlon Challenge Semi Finals S/Hall Ath 03-Mar Arena 200             

Crystal Palace Indoor Track Meet Athletics 29-Jan Indoor Track 100             40               Independent Coaches course TBC Sports 06-Mar Indoor track 30               

Crystal Palace Indoor Track Meet Athletics 12-Feb Indoor Track 100             40               Saint John Bosco College Sports day 08-May Stadium 300             

Crystal Palace Indoor Track Meet Athletics 26-Feb Indoor Track 100             40               Dunraven Sports day Stadium 09-Jun Stadium 100             

Crystal Palace Indoor Track Meet Athletics 05-Mar Indoor Track 100             40               Harris Primary schools Stadium 10-Jun Stadium 300             

Wrap Up and Run Athletics 16-Mar Stadium 2 000           500 - 1000 Prendergast Ladywell School Stadium 11-Jun Stadium 300             

Independent Coaches course Sports 16-May Indoor track 15               Race for Life Stadium 14-Jun Stadium 2 000           

GLL open Track Meet Athletics 10-May Stadium Sydenham Girls Sports day Stadium 17-Jun Stadium 900             

Gipsy Hill Federartion Sports Day Stadium 06-Jun Stadium Crystal Palace Harris Sports day Stadium 18-Jun Stadium 900             

Dunraven Sports day Stadium 10-Jun Stadium Rotary District Athletics 28-Jun Stadium 200             

SEAA U20 Senior Championships Athletics 14 & 15 June Stadium 900             800             Forest Hill schools sports day Stadium ? Stadium 100             

Evelyn Grace Sports day Stadium 17-Jun Stadium Bonus Pastor School Sports day Stadium 26-Jun Stadium 200             

Sydenham School Sports Day Stadium 19-Jun Stadium London Youth Games Mini Multi Sport 02-Jul All Areas 5 000           

Crystal Palace Harris Academy Stadium 20-Jun Stadium London Youth Games Multi Sport 4 & 5 Jul All Areas 5 000           

Race for Life Athletics 22-Jun Stadium 2 500           600             London Nautical Sports Day Stadium 07-Jul Stadium 200             

BTG School Sports day Stadium 24-Jun Stadium 175             350             Evelyn Grace Sports day Stadium 08-Jul Stadium 400             

Bonus Pastor School Sports Day Stadium 25-Jun Stadium HARRIS FEDERATION SPORTS DAY Stadium 09-Jul Stadium  Bar pitch  Indoor track  Indoor 5's 1 000           

HAKA Sports day (Knights Academy) Stadium 26-Jun Stadium Bishop Thomas Grant Stadium 10-Jul Stadium 100             

Rotary District Athletics 29-Jun Stadium 200             300             Charter House School Sports Day Stadium 13-Jul Stadium 100             

London Youth Games Mini Multi Sport 03-Jul All Areas 1 000           500             Ark SchoolSports day Stadium 14-Jul Stadium 100             

London Youth Games Multi Sport 05 & 06 Jul All Areas 5 000           3 000          La Retraite Sports day Stadium 15-Jul Stadium 50               

Lilian Baylis School Sports day Stadium 08-Jul Stadium Deptford Green Sports Day Stadium 16-Jul Stadium 100             

Depthford Green Sports day Stadium 09-Jul Stadium RCCG Sports day Stadium 01-Aug Stadium & Bar Pitch 200             

La Retraite Sports day Stadium 10-Jul Stadium

St Thomas The Aposple School Sports Day Stadium 11-Jul Stadium total event days: 24 totals: 17 780         

London Nautical Sports day Stadium 15-Jul Stadium stadium event days: 22 stadium averages: 798             

Charter School Sports day Stadium 16-Jul Stadium

HARRIS FEDERATION SPORTS DAY Stadium 17-Jul Stadium  Bar pitch indoor track 600             12 000         

GLL Open Track Meet Athletics 19-Jul Stadium

Forrest Hill Sports day Stadium 22-Jul Stadium

Kingsdale Sports day Stadium 21-Jul Stadium

RCCG Sports day Stadium 02-Aug Stadium & Bar Pitch 200             700             

SEAA U 15 & U 17 Championships Athletics 17 & 18 August Stadium 700             1 000          

GLL open Track Meet Athletics 23-Aug Stadium

SEAA Championships Athletics 20 & 21 Sept Stadium

total event days: 39 totals: 13 790         20 200         

stadium event days: 33 stadium averages: 1 328           2 222           
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2016 2017

Event/Contract Name Sport Event Date(s) Facility Required Competitor Spectators Event/Contract Name Sport Event Date(s) Facility Required Competitor Spectators

GLL Indoor Track meet Athletics 13-Jan Indoor Track 100             50               GLL Indoor Track meet Athletics 04-Jan Indoor Track 100             50               

Panathlon S/Hall Ath 26-Jan Arena 200             GLL Indoor Track meet Athletics 18-Jan Indoor Track 100             50               

Panathlon Challenge Semi Finals S/Hall Ath 02-Mar Arena 200             50               GLL Indoor Track meet Athletics 01-Feb Indoor Track 100             50               

Harris Primary Sports Day Stadium 09-Jun Stadium 3 500           100             Panathlon Challenge Semi Finals S/Hall Ath 08-Mar Arena 200             50               

Race for Life Stadium 12-Jun Stadium 2 000           200             GLL Stadium Track meet Athletics 10-May StadiumTrack 100             50               

Dunraven Sports day Stadium 14-Jun Stadium Lewisham Schools Championships Athletics 11-May StadiumTrack 100             100             

Sydenham School Sports Day Stadium 16-Jun Stadium GLL Stadium Track meet Athletics 05-Jun StadiumTrack 100             50               

Kenmal Academies Sports day Stadium 21-Jun Stadium 1 500           1 500          Harris Primary Schools Sports Day Stadium 08-Jun Stadium 3 000          

Bonus Pastor Sports Day Stadium 22-Jun Stadium 650             500             SEAA Stadium 10-Jun Stadium & Circuit Road 20               1 500          

Sports day Harris Crystal Palace Stadium 23-Jun Stadium SEAA Stadium 11-Jun Stadium & Circuit Road 1 500           500             

Federation of Heavers Farm and Selsdon Primary Stadium ? Stadium Dunraven Sports day Stadium ? Stadium 200             900             

Evelyn Grace Academy Sports day Stadium 06-Jul Stadium 400             600             Addey & Stanhope school sports day Stadium 16-Jun Stadium 100             500             

Ark Academy Sports day Stadium 07-Jul Stadium 300             20               Bonus Pastor Sports day Stadium 20-Jun Stadium 300             800             

Askes Hatcham College Sports day Stadium 08-Jul Stadium 200             900             Harris Crystal Palace Sports Day Stadium 22-Jun Stadium 200             400             

BTG School Sports day Stadium 12-Jul Stadium 800             1 200          Sydenham Sports Day Stadium 23-Jun Stadium 200             700             

Harris Federation sports day Stadium 14-Jul Stadium 13 000         Ines Lambeth Sports day Stadium 27-Jun Stadium 300             1 000          

Charter School Sports day Stadium 18-Jul Stadium 720             150             Charter House Sports day Stadium 29-Jun Stadium 200             700             

Kingsdale Sports day Stadium 19-Jul Stadium BTG Sports day Stadium 30-Jun Stadium TBC TBC

Forest Hill Sports Day Stadium 20-Jul Stadium -              600             GLL Stadium Track meet Athletics 03-Jul StadiumTrack 100             50               

RCCG Sports day Stadium 30-Jul Stadium & Bar Pitch London Youth Games Mini Multi Sport 06-Jul All areas 5 000           

London Youth Games Multi Sport 08-Jul All areas 5 000           

total event days: 20 totals: 23 570         5 870          London Youth Games Multi Sport 09-Jul All areas 5 000           

stadium event days: 17 stadium averages: 2 097           525             Evelyn Grace Academy Sports day Stadium 11-Jul Stadium 300             900             

GLL Stadium Track meet Athletics 12-Jul StadiumTrack 100             50               

Harris Federation Sports Day Stadium 13-Jul Stadium 500             12 000         

Race for Life Stadium 16-Jul Stadium & Circuit Road 1 500           500             

Kingsdal School  Sports day Stadium 18-Jul Stadium 400             1 000          

Deptford Green Sports Day Stadium 19-Jul Stadium

GLL Stadium Track meet Athletics 19-Jul StadiumTrack 100             50               

RCCG Sports day Stadium 29-Jul Stadium 200             400             

SEAA Stadium 19-Aug Stadium & Circuit Road 300             800             

SEAA Stadium 20-Aug Stadium & Circuit Road 300             800             

SEAA Stadium 23-Sep Stadium & Circuit Road 300             800             

SEAA Stadium 24-Sep Stadium & Circuit Road 300             800             

total event days: 34 totals: 23 220         28 550         

stadium event days: 30 stadium averages: 757             945              
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2.7 As can be seen, the data has been collected and recorded in different ways over the 

period, as illustrated by the same events being recorded very differently year on year. 

For example, the Harris Federation Sports Day has competitor numbers ranging from 

500 to 13,000 and spectators from zero to 12,000. It is a safe assumption that c13,000 

people were on site, but the differences in recording their category highlights the 

dangers in placing too much stock in the exact figures of competitors / spectators 

across the board. 

2.8 However, the data does give a reasonable picture of the frequency of usage, and the 

nature of the events that have been taking place, and the following observations can 

be made: 

• The last (inter)nationally significant athletics spectator event took place in 2012 

with the London Aviva Grand Prix 

• Since 2012, the highest-level events to take place have been South of England 

Athletic Association (SEAA) championships at various age groups (including 

seniors), with (where recorded) modest spectator attendances of 500 to 1500 

• The SEAA, despite being based at the NSC in the Jubilee Stand, do not use the 

NSC annually for their championships – using it in 2012, 2014 and 2017, but not 

planning to return in 2018. Of course, this is their prerogative, and may reflect a 

desire to spread events around their territory, but in consultation the SEAA 

expressed concern about the costs of stadium hire and the mandatory 

additional costs for stewarding etc 

• Below this level of athletics competition, one finds Crystal Palace stadium’s 

bedrock of usage: large scale schools competition. These range from multi-sport 

events with an athletics component, such as the London Youth Games, to one 

day school sports days focussing solely on athletics 

• The number of (recorded) stadium event days per year, ranges from 16 in 2012 to 

33 in 2014, averaging 25 per year – a healthy event usage for a sport with a short 

season that largely coincides with the school summer holidays 

• However, while the school market appears to be holding up well, there is a 

dearth of (recorded) event use by club level athletes – open and league 

meetings would be typical at other major athletics stadia. This was corroborated 

in consultations with local clubs, where cost, condition and centre management 

were cited as reasons why they were not using the stadium. 

Consultation Findings 

2.9 As set out in previous sections the athletics community nationally and locally has been 

consulted on its current use of Crystal Palace stadium as a competition venue. 

2.10 The national governing body is UK Athletics (UKA), which – as well as developing and 

implementing the rules and regulations of the sport and fielding GB&NI teams in 

international competition, also has a key role in staging national and international 

athletics events.  
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Regarding Crystal Palace, UKA responded: 

Opened in 1964 Crystal Palace Stadium has historically been recognised as a 

significant venue for track & field athletics and has a history of hosting high level 

athletics events including Diamond League and British Olympic Trials up until 2012. 

However, in the latter years of its events programme the venue’s infrastructure began 

to struggle to meet the increased demands of modern, high profile athletics events 

and this raised a number of concerns, including: 

• inadequate transport solutions and links unable to cope with volume of 

infrastructure and personnel required to stage and attend high level events; 

• the safe and accessible movement of high numbers of spectators into and out of 

the venue; 

• reduced spectator experience and enjoyment; 

• spectator and staff safety due to aged facilities and dated infrastructure; and 

• a lack of a modern technology and connectivity meaning the venue was 

incapable of meeting standard broadcasting requirements. 

Two core objectives of UKAs 2012-2017 Strategy were to: [1] Stage great events to 

engage the public and [2] Aspire to excellence in everything we do; and in the latter 

years of hosting TV events it became clear that the NSC could no longer deliver 

against either of these two ambitions.  

Staging great events at great venues will continue to be a core strategic pillar for UKA 

and it is its informed view that the NSC is no longer a stadium that is suitable for hosting 

major events of either National or International significance. 

2.11 The UKA position and the consequences for the NSC, are discussed in more detail in 

the next section. 

2.12 The governance layer below UKA is England Athletics. It is significant that as an 

organisation that stages track and field competitions at a wide range of age groups, it 

makes no use of the NSC, instead rotating between stadia including Bedford, 

Manchester, Birmingham and Sheffield. There is further discussion of their future 

intentions in Section 4 and the implications for the NSC. 

2.13 The final tier below England Athletics, and above school use, is that by competition 

providers such as South of England Athletic Association (SEAA) and by clubs for league 

and open meetings. As already discussed, this usage at the NSC has been sporadic 

and lower than might be expected for a stadium of its heritage and scale.  

2.14 Three recurring themes in consultation with SEAA and the local clubs were: cost 

(perceived to be too high), the condition of the facilities (perceived – quite reasonably 

– to be past their best) and the management (a perception exists that the centre 

management, with the exception of a few individuals, are not interested in staging 

athletics events at the NSC).   

2.15 On the latter point, there is no evidence from discussions with centre management that 

they are resistant or indifferent to athletics events, but equally there is no evidence of 

any proactive marketing efforts, and the NSC website – while noting the existence of 

the stadium – does not lead the user to any section where they can find out how to 

book it, who to speak to, what it might cost, etc. 
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2.27 As noted in the previous section, the NSC is very accessible by public transport and its 

central location within South London means that it is well located to serve a wider 

population than that of its outdoor track catchment. It should also be noted, that the 

nearest indoor centres to the south of London are in Ashford, Kent (55 miles from Crystal 

Palace) and Horsham, Surrey (36 miles from Crystal Palace). This means for much of the 

London/Kent and London/Surrey borders, the London-based indoor centres are the 

choice of athletes looking for year-round training. 

Current Usage  

2.28 This section on existing usage of the athletics facilities at the NSC combines discussion 

on indoor and outdoor training, as the current facility access regime treats them as a 

single entity, with no data collection that differentiates between the two. 

2.29 It has to be noted that while the outdoor track and field training facilities are generally 

in reasonable condition, the indoor facilities at the NSC are below the standard that 

one might expect for good quality training. There was a minor refurbishment before the 

2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games, with a new surface laid and heating installed, 

but the fabric of the building is in poor condition. Consequently, there are problems of 

water penetration, even flooding.  

2.30 Both facilities are available for training on a ‘pay and play’ basis, and - by prior 

arrangement with the centre management – to clubs on a group bookings basis. The 

throughput data on the following page has been supplied by GLL. 
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Table 2.2: Athletics Throughput at the NSC 2013 to 2017 

January InventoryDescription 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 July InventoryDescription 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

Athletics - Casual / Contract South London Harriers Adt 17 14 40 36 30 Athletics - Casual / Contract South London Harriers Adt 18 35 42 31 52

South London Harriers Jnr 130 182 142 176 152 South London Harriers Jnr 220 217 127 131 175

Track Session Adult 192 163 347 521 290 Track Session Adult 133 360 254 190 145

Track Session Jnr 100 155 281 324 213 Track Session Jnr 238 188 188 189 208

Track Speed 65 90 Track Speed 40 64 30

Athletics - Club Admission Club Athletics (10)Adult 30 Athletics - Club Admission Club Athletics (10)Junior 50

Club Athletics (10)Junior 10 Club Athletics (20)Junior 220

Club Athletics (20)Adult 20 Club Athletics (30)Junior 30

Club Athletics (40)Adult 80 Club Athletics (40)Adult 40

Club Athletics (50)Adult 100 Grand Total 919 800 651 605 640

Grand Total 439 594 830 1122 915 August InventoryDescription 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

February InventoryDescription 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 Athletics - Casual / Contract South London Harriers Adt 4 36 29 35 30

Athletics - Casual / Contract South London Harriers Adt 36 24 37 40 42 South London Harriers Jnr 160 96 99 119 118

South London Harriers Jnr 157 196 155 115 126 Track Session Adult 120 103 169 157 199

Track Session Adult 161 169 272 303 265 Track Session Jnr 115 383 105 144 171

Track Session Jnr 146 168 259 263 180 Track Speed 5 27 2

Track Speed 55 87 88 Athletics - Club Admission Club Athletics (10)Junior 80

Athletics - Club Admission Club Athletics (10)Adult 20 Club Athletics (20)Junior 160

Club Athletics (10)Junior 20 Grand Total 639 618 407 482 520

Club Athletics (20)Adult 20 September InventoryDescription 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

Club Athletics (40)Adult 80 Athletics - Casual / Contract South London Harriers Adt 15 30 19 17 18

Club Athletics (50)Adult 50 South London Harriers Jnr 220 163 184 185 203

Club Athletics (50)Junior 50 Track Session Adult 143 149 260 179 176

Grand Total 500 637 778 808 861 Track Session Jnr 112 158 162 131 219

March InventoryDescription 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 Track Speed 76 108 62

Athletics - Casual / Contract South London Harriers Adt 34 30 52 40 58 Athletics - Club Admission Club Athletics (20)Junior 150

South London Harriers Jnr 169 208 183 182 131 Club Athletics (50)Adult 50

Track Session Adult 138 190 353 330 256 Grand Total 540 650 701 620 678

Track Session Jnr 176 144 252 233 212 October InventoryDescription 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

Track Speed 91 97 93 Athletics - Casual / Contract South London Harriers Adt 14 24 60 22 28

Athletics - Club Admission Club Athletics (10)Adult 30 South London Harriers Jnr 295 154 169 165 263

Club Athletics (10)Junior 20 Track Session Adult 235 208 375 247 322

Club Athletics (20)Junior 20 Track Session Jnr 174 192 232 164 307

Club Athletics (40)Adult 40 Track Speed 119 170 84

Grand Total 537 632 931 882 780 Athletics - Club Admission Club Athletics (10)Adult 40

April InventoryDescription 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 Club Athletics (30)Junior 30 30

Athletics - Casual / Contract South London Harriers Adt 31 30 38 38 47 Club Athletics (40)Adult 80

South London Harriers Jnr 222 212 179 151 130 Grand Total 718 578 955 838 1114

Track Session Adult 131 149 296 349 250 November InventoryDescription 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

Track Session Jnr 207 138 262 201 146 Athletics - Casual / Contract South London Harriers Adt 14 46 53 33 32

Track Speed 17 58 43 South London Harriers Jnr 152 106 202 194 229

Athletics - Club Admission Club Athletics (20)Junior 80 20 Track Session Adult 168 161 383 310 260

Club Athletics (30)Adult 30 Track Session Jnr 132 181 304 240 242

Grand Total 671 549 792 797 646 Track Speed 114 197 55

May InventoryDescription 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 Athletics - Club Admission Club Athletics (10)Adult 60

Athletics - Casual / Contract South London Harriers Adt 22 33 26 18 38 Club Athletics (10)Junior 10

South London Harriers Jnr 201 213 153 185 175 Club Athletics (30)Junior 60

Track Session Adult 146 149 336 267 261 Club Athletics (40)Adult 40 160

Track Session Jnr 147 101 178 217 242 Grand Total 466 494 1056 1144 978

Track Speed 52 72 50 December InventoryDescription 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

Athletics - Club Admission Club Athletics (10)Adult 10 Athletics - Casual / Contract South London Harriers Adt 12 32 22 23 5

Club Athletics (20)Junior 160 20 South London Harriers Jnr 100 89 117 83 54

Club Athletics (40)Adult 40 Track Session Adult 141 224 419 293 68

Club Athletics (50)Adult 50 Track Session Jnr 98 157 292 119 46

Grand Total 766 496 745 759 796 Track Speed 82 109 17

June InventoryDescription 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 Athletics - Club Admission Club Athletics (10)Adult 60

Athletics - Casual / Contract South London Harriers Adt 18 27 48 40 29 Club Athletics (20)Adult 40

South London Harriers Jnr 214 199 203 161 158 Club Athletics (40)Adult 40 40

Track Session Adult 154 357 407 224 250 Grand Total 391 502 932 727 230

Track Session Jnr 118 139 313 249 261

Track Speed 42 64 57

Athletics - Club Admission Club Athletics (20)Junior 160 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

Club Athletics (40)Adult 40 annual totals: 7290 7272 9791 9522 8913

Grand Total 704 722 1013 738 755  
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2.31 In consultation with the athletics community, the GLL throughput figures have been 

questioned, with the consensus being that they appear to understate the current 

usage. Factors that could explain this include: 

• Access to the training facilities is via a single reception area on the first floor of 

the main NSC building, and thereafter making one’s way to the indoor centre at 

ground floor level via an external link, or even further to the outdoor track. 

Anecdotally, athletes are said to have bypassed this route and gained access 

directly to the track or indoor centre at ground floor level 

• Some athletes are part of the GLL Foundation programme for talented young 

athletes, and this entitles them to free facility usage. Foundation athletes are 

supposed to wait at reception and be checked in (and thus recorded in the 

usage figures) but reportedly many just make their own way through in groups 

• There are reports that the queues at reception can be long and frustrating, 

leading to athletes ‘tailgating’ other centre users and passing through the 

turnstiles unrecorded 

• Certain categories of centre membership include the right to unlimited (and 

unrecorded) use of the athletics facilities. This has two potential impacts on 

usage data: firstly, that athletes who train regularly calculate that membership is 

more cost effective than ‘pay and play’ join the scheme, but are no longer 

counted in athletics usage, and secondly – probably far less significant in 

numbers terms – that gym / swim members occasionally use the track without it 

being recorded. 

2.32 Attempts have been made to build a more comprehensive picture of existing usage, 

although this is not easily quantifiable. 

• There are club bookings, with South London Harriers having a year-round booking 

for both senior and junior athletes, and Dulwich Runners using the outdoor track 

on Tuesday evenings from mid-April through to end September, averaging 40 

athletes per session 

• Training groups build up around key coaches, and they are amongst the most 

dedicated repeat users of the facilities, with athletes performing up to 

international level. For example, Trackspeed has a squad of 100m, 200m and 

400m sprinters from grass roots to elite under the coaching of John Powell MBE 

• GLL run a range of introductory and developmental sessions for young people in 

a number of age groups on Thursday evenings and Saturday mornings. The GLL 

website states ‘we have over 300 young athletes taking part every week on our 

progressive programme’ which is hard to reconcile with their own usage data  

• Other sports make use of the athletics facilities, including those in Crystal Palace 

Triathletes and Crystal Palace Weightlifting Club 

• The Harris Foundation, one of the key event users, is developing an athletics 

academy based at the NSC. 

2.33 This reflects a well-used, if atypical, athletics facility. One would typically expect an 

‘anchor club’ to dominate a track facility, with their usage centred on training nights 

(usually Tuesday and Thursday evenings plus to a lesser extent one day at weekends). 

At the NSC, there is a more balanced spread of usage over the week; while some 

athletes follow the Tuesday/Thursday evenings pattern, others train during daytime 

and/or on other evenings. 
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2.34 Attempts have also been made to determine the catchment of existing users. This is a 

challenging task, due to the aforementioned issues with capturing even accurate 

numbers, coupled with the fact that only members have their postcodes recorded. 

However, a straw poll has been taken by Crystal Palace Sports Partnership and 

mapped. The result is shown on the following page. 
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Map 2.3: Athletics Users by Postcode 
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2.35 It is notable that while there is a base of usage that radiates out from the NSC fairly 

evenly, the heaviest usage ‘hotspots’ are to the north of the centre, extending 

particularly into Lambeth and Southwark. By contrast, the usage from the south of the 

centre lacks such hotspots, with the exception of the immediate vicinity. 

2.36 Consultations on this issue, both with key individuals and with the athletics focus group, 

confirmed the residual demand for training at the NSC. However, one point came out 

more strongly than any other: we train at the NSC despite the quality of the facilities, 

the pricing and the management, not because of them.  

2.37 The condition of the facilities has already been highlighted, and pricing may always be 

contentious for a sport that prides itself on accessibility, but there is resentment that the 

facilities have seemingly been allowed to deteriorate. Furthermore, there is a feeling 

that athletics at the NSC lacks a social ‘heart’. There is no clubroom or refreshment 

facility associated with the training provision. 

2.38 In conclusion, current usage levels for athletics training at the NSC are hard to 

accurately quantify for a range of reasons, some of which are within control of the 

current management and some which are not. A combined picture of the data that 

has been captured, and the picture built anecdotally and through consultation, 

suggests that there is a bedrock of users, mostly from the inner South London boroughs, 

who are committed to the NSC and not put off by the current condition of the facilities 

and the absence of a social hub. Subsequent sections will discuss how that bedrock 

can be built upon to develop wider and deeper usage patterns.  
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AQUATICS  

Aquatics 50m Pool   

Background  

2.39 Swim England has a Strategic Plan for Swimming in England 2017-21 and also a Swim 

England/ASA London Region Competition Facilities Framework. The objectives of the 

strategic plan are: 

‘To have suitable competitive and training facilities throughout England, to 

accommodate a quality sustainable club infrastructure and to increase the size and 

success of the English talent pool.’ 

2.40 There is explicit recognition that for sustainability, a 50m competition pool should 

always be able to function as a community pool. 

2.41 The Swim England strategy is explicit on the need for five 50m pools located in London 

for community participation and to provide a competition pools for events use. The 

NSC is the Swim England designated community participation pool to serve SE London. 

At the elite competition level, the NSC is one of the two designated 50m competition 

pools in London, along with the London Aquatics Centre. 

2.42 The Swim England view is the NSC pool has to be retained to meet these strategic 

needs. The scale of provision for competition pools involves a 50-metre by eight-lane 

competition pool with a swim down pool (at the NSC currently the diving pool but has 

been the teaching pool in the past). If there is a bulkhead and moveable floor this 

facility is likely to provide as well, a 25m x eight-lane short course competition swimming 

pool in the same water space. The NSC does not have this capability but there are 

other pools in London of a scale to provide and meet the requirements for short course 

championships.  

2.43 The Swim England Competition and Community Facilities Framework is accepted by 

Sport England as a valid procedural process for identifying swimming facility needs. 

Swim England   has identified that London Region requires five x 50-metre competition 

pools, one for each quadrant and one centrally. The 50-metre pool provision for the 

London south-east quadrant is the NSC. In the view of Swim England, the loss of the 

NSC would require a replacement. The need for this is overwhelming, not least from the 

need of a pool of this scale to serve the current and projected population increase in 

London.  The requirements for diving are set out under the diving pool heading.  

Usage  

2.44 The programme for the main 50m pool is set out below and this is for September 2017. 

This is considered to be a typical programme of use for the pool.  The data in the 

programme is set out in order of the use of each lane for each day and throughout the 

opening hours.  

2.45 It is understood from GLL that for the period the data has been collected, there have 

been 4 lanes provided for public swimming (lanes 1 – 4) and four lanes for swimming 

clubs (lanes 5 – 8). However, as the programme shows, there are times when the 

number of lanes for club swimming does increase slightly.   

2.46 The 50m pool is always in 50m mode and there are not sub divisions of the pool. The 

peak hours allocated for club swimming are weekday evenings 6pm- 8pm.  However, 

this does extend to 5pm on some evenings or even earlier. 
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other 50m pools are sub divided with movable bulkheads and the total pool is sub 

divided, usually into 3 separate pool areas for the majority of the time.  

2.58 A “typical” 50m pool will only be in 50m mode for between 5% - 10% of the weekly 

hours of operation, whereas the NSC is in 50m mode for 100% of the hours of operation. 

So, comparison with other pools usage is not a like for like comparison.   

2.59 To provide an example of the lack of validity/challenges in making comparisons, the 

Corby East Midlands International Pool is a 50m x 8 lane pool (same as the NSC) but 

also includes diving boards, not up to 10m, within the main pool, not separate and it 

has a movable floor and bulkhead.  The pool opened in 2009 and it is the only public 

swimming pool site in Corby. The town has a population of 69,000 residents in 2017. The 

pool is programmed to provide for learn to swim, recreational swimming, club 

swimming development, lane and fitness swimming activities such as aqua aerobics 

and diving.   

2.60 The total annual throughput of the Corby 50m pool in 2017 is estimated to be 357,000 

visits. The flexibility of the pool with a movable floor and bulkheads allows the pool to 

provide for over 20 different types of swimming activities, with the pool sub divided into 

three separate pool areas for most of the opening hours. 

2.61 The combined annual use of the NSC 50m pool with the highest annual throughput for 

club use (2015 and 137,058 visits) and pubic recreational swimming (2013 77,696) is 

214,754 visits.    

2.62 Whilst the two pool sites have the same main pool, 50m x eight lanes the difference 

described between the two in catchment areas, flexible and dedicated pools make 

comparisons of visit numbers and throughout virtually meaningless. The performance of 

each pool should be should be measured against the key performance indicators set 

for it.  

2.63 What it demonstrates however is that with a more flexible pool space and consequent 

programming greater throughput and a more diverse offer can be delivered, across 

the physical activity spectrum. Swim England have had significant success looking at 

ore effective pool programming at sites across the country. The challenge is how to 

strike a balance recognising the strengths of the NSC but also ensuring the programme 

meets wider needs at appropriate times.  

2.64 Sport England does not provide benchmark figures for pool usage for 50m pools. It 

does provide benchmark figures for a 25m x four lane pools and where there is a range 

of swimming activities which includes: learn to swim; public recreational swimming; 

lane and fitness swimming and swimming development through clubs.   

2.65 The benchmark figure for this scale of pool and programme of use, is an annual total 

throughput of 137,500 visits for a 50week year. These comments are provided for 

illustration only and cannot be used to make comparisons, as the role and scale of a 

25m x 4 lane community pool and the NSC are completely different.       

Swimming pools within the NSC catchment area for community level swimming    

2.66 Finally, under this 50m pool heading it is important to report the changes in swimming 

pool provision in the NSC catchment area as this may be impacting on the visit 

numbers at the NSC. It is also important evidence in any consideration to broaden and 

increase the range of swimming activities at the NSC. 

2.67 As previously set out, 2012 – 2014, saw six new/modernised swimming pool sites, with a 

total of 11 individual pools. All these pools are within a 0 -10 and 10 - 20-minute drive 
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Map 2.4: Location of swimming pool sites within a 20-minute drive time of the NSC   
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Overall Summary 50m Pool   

2.72 The level of usage for club swimming has fluctuated over the 2013 – 2017 period and 

there is no apparent or consistent trend. The amount of pool time has remained 

constant and does not appear to be a reason for the fluctuation. The Crystal Palace 

network of swimming clubs are requesting more pool time and there are other clubs 

which would like to be part of the network but cannot because of lack of pool time. It 

will be important to tie in the long-term commitment of clubs to ensure future 

sustainability.  

2.73 Whilst the pool lanes are split equally in terms of number of lanes for both club and 

recreational swimming in the weekly evening peak period, the total hours available for 

public recreational swimming are considerably more than for club swimming, over the 

total weekly hours. So, less time but much higher usage for club swimming than for 

public recreational swimming but which has much more pool time over the week. 

2.74 Swimming club usage represents a total of 544,745 visits over the five-year 2013 – 2017 

period and public recreational swimming represents 370,456 visits, a difference of 

174,289 visits, or, 31.9%. 

2.75 Furthermore, the type of use of the 50m pool for public recreational swimming appears 

to be very much focused on people who like to swim in a 50m pool and do 50m 

lengths, also as part of the wider fitness offer. The public recreational swimming figures 

are broadly constant over five years and reflect the attraction of being able to swim in 

a 50m pool. It has to be asked, however, if this level of demand will remain constant.  

2.76 Having said this it is acknowledged that the 50m pool programming is a product of it 

being the pool that members use, and the scale and timing of member or recreational 

swimming is an important part of the offer. ‘Casual’ pool access is an important part of 

the wider health and fitness membership offer and health and fitness membership are 

going to remain important part of the centre in the future.  

2.77 The dilemma therefore is how should the pool be programmed in terms of the balance 

of lanes, particularly at peak times? This is asked because of the much lower public 

usage at peak times, which contrasts with more swimming clubs who would like to be 

part of the Crystal Palace network but cannot because of lack of pool time/lanes.  

These questions are returned to in considering the future for the 50m pool.  

2.78 Finally, the 50m pool is not really designed to be a family community pool and as the 

supply and demand analysis sets out, there is an increasing stock of modern and 

accessible pools within the NSC catchment area that provides for the full range of 

community swimming activities and perhaps better placed to meet these needs than 

the NSC. These pools will have an appeal for swimmers and families who prefer this all-

round swimming offer.  So, trying to broaden the appeal of the 50m pool to attract 

families will mean it is now it is competing for usage with an extensive network of 

modern and accessible pools specifically designed for family and community use.  

2.79 The need to retain the 50m pool and options of change do interact with the 25m learn 

to swim pool and these have to be set out before considering the options for change.   
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increasing in visit numbers and the year on year usage in 2017 is a 31.8% increase on 

the 2013 usage. 

2.92 The schools learn to swim programme represents 26% of the total usage of the training 

pool and the annual usage over the five-year period. Plus, the year on year usage 

fluctuates and quite markedly. The 2013 usage was 38,140 visits and this declined to 

9,150 visits in 2015 but has increased to 31,490 visits in 2017. The 2017 usage represents a 

17% decline on the 2013 usage. 

Consultation Findings  

2.93 Consultation findings suggest the fluctuation/decline is due to competing school 

curriculum time for all national curriculum requirements and the school time/cost of 

travel for visiting the NSC. The increase in six community swimming pools in the NSC 

catchment area could mean some schools are now located closer to modern and 

more accessible swimming pools, and this is contributing to a transfer of learn to swim 

programmes to these venues. 

2.94 Other consultation findings have identified very significant advantages for the 

dedicated training pool. Namely:  

• Depth - at 1m deep it is a perfect for teaching all ages of non-swimmers. The 

small teaching Pool (adjacent to the 50m racing pool) is too shallow to teach 

adult beginners) but is deep enough for swim clubs to use for warm up purposes 

• Size –the training pool can comfortably accommodate five separate classes at 

the same time 

• Self-contained and dedication- as it has its own changing rooms it is able to run 

school swimming sessions completely separate to the public swimming, this is 

particularly important with the special needs schools 

• Temperature - the warm air and water temperature combined with the depth 

makes it perfect for young babies. Being a separate and smaller environment 

makes it easy to regulate the air temperature 

• Other than the learn to swim programmes – there are family swims and pool 

parties. The teaching pool adjacent to the 50m racing pool accommodates 

family swims but it is often too draughty, and its depth makes it difficult for taller 

users. Also, the teaching pool's proximity and direct access to the main pool 

makes it a potential risk to small children. So, the training pool is much more 

suited to family swims and parties 

• The pool’s flexibility to accommodate all levels of swimmers. Loss of this pool 

would mean no suitable facility for adult’s beginners, no self-contained venue for 

schools and a severe reduction in the numbers of pupils taught. Given that a 

2017 report stated that approximately one third of school children in the UK are 

unable to swim, it underlines the need to support school swimming and learn to 

swim programmes. 

2.95 Overall only the training pool provides all the features and advantages for a 

dedicated learn to swim pool. 

2.96 In terms of trying to benchmark the usage for a dedicated learn to swim pool, there 

are not comparative pools to be able to provide an assessment. Reverting to the Sport 

England benchmark figures for a 25m x 4 lane pools, the annual total throughput is 
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137,500 visits for a 50-week year. The training pool across both learn to swim 

programmes is averaging 87, 000 users and this in a 6-lane pool. 

2.97 The Sport England figures are however based on a full programme of community use 

that includes learn to swim, public recreational swimming lane and fitness swimming 

and club development. So, the NSC usage for just one activity does compare very 

favourably with the Sport England benchmark figures, for four different swimming 

activities. Further evidence of a sustained demand for the training pool and learn to 

swim programmes.  

2.98 The conundrum with the training pool is this contrasting levels of use for the different 

learn to swim programmes. They operate at different times of the day and so do not 

conflict/compete for pool time. Both programmes are needed and ideally with an 

increase in the schools’ programme.  

2.99 The need to retain the training pool and options of change do interact with the 50m 

pool and these are considered in the future section 
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Diving Centre   

Background  

2.100 The diving pool is a separate pool it is s 20.11m long and 15.84m wide with a depth of 

4.78m. There are two x 1m spring boards, two x 3m spring boards, one x 5m, 7.5m and 

10m platform boards. The diving pool provides a dedicated pool for diving at all levels 

and for water polo. 

2.101 There is also a dive gym, and this includes four x dry boards, five trampolines, three 

spotting harness, wall bars & mirrors. 

2.102 The diving pool combined with the dive gym means there is a facility at the NSC which 

is not replicated elsewhere, but there is a need to improve and potentially expand on 

the provision. 

2.103 The NSC diving pool meets the requirements for diving competitions up to international 

level, except it does not have the boards required for synchronised swimming. 

2.104 The Crystal Palace Diving Club is one of eight Swim England Diving Development 

Centres (DDCs) in England.  Swim England supports these centres to increase the 

number of participants and qualified coaches in the club. The NSC is awarded this 

funding to support the work the club does at a local, regional and national level to 

develop divers and coaches. Swim England is supportive of the club and considers it 

has an excellent track record of performance at all levels. 

2.105 Swim England has a two-tier system of funded diving programmes – Talent 

Development Centres (TDCs) focus on elite performance and there are five of these 

centres. There are then the Diving Development Centres and the NSC is the only centre 

serving London.  Crystal Palace links with Dive London Aquatics Centre. 

2.106 The Crystal Palace club exceeds its role as a Diving Development Centre and has 

divers on every level of the England National Talent Programmes. This is from nine-year 

olds attending the Talent Selection event The Talent Games, through to a number of 

divers being selected onto the British Diving Tokyo 2022 Platform development 

programme. 

2.107 The programme of diving development undertaken by the Crystal Palace club is 

extremely extensive. The hierarchy of diving development is set out in the diagram 

overleaf. 
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Diagram 2.1: Crystal Palace Diving Development Programme 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.108 The programme starts with the diving testing programme for local primary school 

children.  It works across school in South London, the five Boroughs and more widely 

with a diving testing programme. Since 2006 some 157,800 children have been 

engaged in the diving testing programme an extensive outreach programme.  

2.109 The club with Sport England support organises the start school and community 

programme across South London. Some 700 children from 250 schools across South 

London Boroughs have participated in this programme. The club works with the 

talented divers to train and compete in regional and national completion 

programmes. For the past six years the Crystal Palace club have been the junior 

national age group champions. At the elite level the club has four elite coaches, 

funded in part by British Diving but also funded directly by the club, to support the 

development of elite divers to national, international and Olympic level competition.   

2.110 The geographical coverage of the diving community programmes is illustrated in Map 

2.5. 
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Map 2.5: Crystal Palace Diving Club Community Programmes Coverage  
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Usage  

2.111 The programme of use for the diving pool is 36 hours a week for elite, schools & 

community use. The dive gym also has a programme for 36 hours and for the same 

range of users. During school holidays the programme increases to an extra 16 hours for 

the diving pool and the dive gym. 

2.112 The consultation findings are extremely supportive of the Crystal Palace Diving Centre. 

The endorsement, designation of the centre and funding support from Sport England is 

already set out. 

2.113 The London Schools Swimming Championships (LSSA) commented that the Crystal 

Palace Diving Centre and Club is very important to the London Schools Swimming 

Association (LSSA). The centre hosts the annual Secondary Schools Swimming 

Championships. There is no other venue with the seating capacity and which is 

affordable to host this event. Many entries to the schools diving competitions come 

from 257 local primary schools across South London. 

2.114 LSSA is committed to producing a National Schools Diving Championships across a five- 

year programme, the majority of our winner’s train at the NSC. 

 Overall Summary Diving Pool 

2.115 There is strong evidence for continuing to support investment in the facilities and the 

provision of a diving sports development programme at the NSC. The current 

programme is very successful.  

2.116 The Crystal Palace Diving Centre has set out a project for development of the diving 

facilities at the NSC and this is set out under the future section of the report. 

2.117 What needs to be understood more clearly during the next phase of work is the 

business model, particularly if it is being recommended that public investment is made 

for sole use of facilities.  
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2.126 Consultation findings from NGBs for hall sports and some individual clubs do reflect the 

potential for club use of NSC as well as the frustrations in not being able to make this 

happen.  

2.127 It is evident that the NSC because of the scale of the playing area, the spectating 

capacity, the ancillary facilities and the location makes it an excellent venue for 

developing indoor hall sports. This as a club base for increasing participation, improving 

standards of play and providing an events venue at a London wide and national level. 

However, this is not happening, and this is reflected in the consultation findings and the 

usage levels. This is also borne out in the earlier Pi analysis.  

2.128 Lewisham Southwark College are a key daytime user of the Centre. The NSC provides a 

‘one stop shop’ where teaching and practical work can take place at one campus. 

This benefits pupil learning as well as teachers. The scale of facilities means teaching 

time, across multiple groups and sports is more effective and efficient.  Pupil 

participation, and their attendance, has also proven better at the NSC (supported by 

the ease/speed of train and bus access). There is an opportunity to integrate the 

college provision with the operation of the Centre more fully.  

Supply and Demand  

London wide major Sports Halls 

2.129 In terms of major indoor sports halls with a main hall of at least eight badminton courts, 

there are 12 venues across London. Of these only one other than the NSC is located in 

SE London and that is the eight badminton court sports hall located at Brixton 

Recreation Centre.  

2.130 The largest London venue is the Barking Sporthouse and Gym, with a 16 badminton 

court hall opened in 2012. The Sobell Centre in Islington has a 14 badminton court size 

sports hall and was opened in 1972. The Redbridge Sports and Leisure Centre is a 12 

badminton court size sports halls, opened in 1972.  

2.131 All these venues are located in North or NE London and so Crystal Place does provide 

a major event venue for SE London and for clubs who compete in London or national 

league competitions.  In short, the NSC retains the capability to be a major events 

venue for indoor hall sports.  

Local provision of community Sports Halls 

2.132 As with swimming pools there has been an increase between 2012 – 2014 of 

community level sports halls in the five boroughs and within a 0 – 10 and 10 – 20 minute 

drive time catchment area of Crystal Palace. The local authorities have provided:   

• six new sports hall sites, with three new sports halls in Lambeth, two new sites in 

Lewisham and one each in Croydon and Bromley. 

2.133 Table 2.14 overleaf provides the details for each of the new sports hall sites.  
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Map 2.6: Location of new sports hall sites within a 20 minute drive time of Crystal Palace National Sports Centre 2012 – 2017  
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Overall Summary Sports Halls  

2.136 It is evident that the NSC because of the scale of the sports hall provision, the number 

of courts, the playing area, the spectating capacity, the ancillary facilities and the 

location all make it an excellent venue for developing indoor hall sports.  

2.137 The demand for NSC is therefore not as a community / recreation level for provision, 

there is significant quality provision in the area but as a large hall for development and 

events as highlighted in the earlier consultation. 

2.138 There is an evident demand from the National Governing Bodies of Sport to 

make/return the NSC to be a national and London wide events venue.  

2.139 The diversity of the London population means there is more scope to increase 

participation in volleyball and handball than elsewhere in the country. This is because 

of the very high popularity and participation in these sports by Northern and Eastern 

European nationals and the high number of these nationalities in London. 

2.140 Affiliated and very successful volleyball and handball clubs with the support of the 

Governing Body wish to establish the NSC as a club base to grow participation, 

improve player standards and have an event venue which can host London and 

national league competitions.  

2.141 The NSC offers this very real potential because it is of a scale to meet these 

requirements. There are no competing venues of this scale of playing area and 

spectating capacity to meet these requirements in South London. 

2.142 It would appear this potential goes unrealised because of existing and competing 

other uses of the sports halls. The usage data suggests however that there is a low level 

of usage of the sports halls and there is certainly capacity to accommodate the club 

development and establish anchor clubs at the NSC. 

2.143 The shared environment wet and dry is however a hindrance on more sports hall use 

and this along with other technical and condition issues will need to be addressed 

before the full potential of the sports hall is maximised.  

2.144 The absence of clarity on the lettings policy and priority for bookings and programme 

of use of the sports halls by the NSC membership for recreational play and external 

clubs use is undoubtedly restricting the use of the sports halls. The overall situation could 

almost be encapsulated in the following sequence 

• There is a clear need for hall sports clubs to find club and events venues in South 

London. 

• In clubs’ view the NSC meets their needs in full but they cannot get access for 

regular bookings for clubs to be based at the NSC -  as a venue for 

events/league play and training They are charged very high rates for lettings 

• There appears to be capacity at the times the clubs want to access the sports 

hall. So why is there - what appears to them -  a mismatch between their 

requirements and capacity for this to be accommodated but it is not happening 

• There is a need to better understand what are the sports hall being used for and 

by whom and is this the most effective use? 
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2.148 The Bar Pitch is used mainly for hockey and football. The surface is now very poor, 

which as the usage bares out, limits the use for hockey and is presently only suitable for 

junior games.  

2.149 The Dome is a covered area which has a 3g rubber crumb base and is owned by the 

Crystal Palace Foundation. The Dome is used by Crystal Palace Academy teams and 

the clubs Football in the Community (FIC) activities. Crystal Palace FC is potentially 

looking at new training ground options. This could have implications for their current 

training arrangements and potential future use and investment in the NSC by their 

academy and youth teams. The Dome is however a valuable asset to the centre as it is 

a high quality facility and has potential for greater usage, particularly if the football 

club were to use the site less.  

2.150 Alongside the Dome is a 3g surface, used mainly for football. This alongside the north 

pitch, which is an old indoor sand surface are managed on behalf of GLL by Play 

Football. The north pitch is now very poor quality, with leaking roofs and a poor surface.  

Despite this the pitch is well used for casual football bookings and leagues, illustrating 

the demand for artificial surfaces in the area. 

2.151 Court Usage over the past three years is as follows; 2015 (1,922), 2016 (3,559) and 2017 

(3,406). Usage is therefore fairly consistent and reflects the regular club and community 

use for both netball and tennis.  

2.152 The four outdoor floodlit tennis and netball courts are currently used mainly for local 

recreation use, for casual use and club play. This is borne out in the consultation. The 

parkland setting further compliments the outdoor sporting offer and the value of the 

NSC.  

2.153 The beach volleyball courts are a legacy of 2012 and are operated by Deepdish 

Beach. Deepdish feel they have been a real success story and demand for beach 

volleyball has been significant since 2012.  As the only courts in South London they are 

a critical provision and should be protected. 

Supply and Demand Analysis 

2.154 In 2016 the Greater London Authority (GLA) developed an evidence base assessment 

of need for full size Artificial Grass Pitches (AGPs) for football and hockey. The 

assessment was based on the current provision and the supply, demand and access to 

AGPs in 2017. Then a second assessment to 2041, to identify how the projected 

population growth 2017 – 2041 changes the demand for AGPs and the distribution of 

demand.  

2.155 The GLA requested Sport England to apply the Sport England facilities planning model 

(FPM) to produce the data for these assessments. The findings will be used by the GLA 

to inform planning policies in the new London Plan. (In 2010, the GLA requested Sport 

England to undertake a similar study to provide an evidence base for AGPs in both 

2010 and 2022. The outcomes of that study provided an evidence base which was 

applied in the GLA 2nd London Plan) 

2.156 Key findings from the GLA study for full size Artificial Grass Pitches (AGPs) are set out 

below: 

• The supply and demand for full size AGPs across the five Boroughs in the Crystal 

Palace area have to be considered in the context of the findings for the GLA 

London wide study. Across all of London the demand for full size AGPs exceeds 

the supply in both 2017 and projected forward to 2041.    
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• At the London wide level, the demand in 2017 is for 303 full size AGPs in the 

weekly peak period. This is projected to increase to a total demand for 339 AGPs 

in the weekly peak period by 2041. This compares with a total supply of full size 

AGPs in London of 184 in 2017. However, of this total supply, only 141 AGPs are 

available for community use in 2017. The reasons for the differences in total and 

available supply are because of (1) reduced access to pitches on education 

sites for community use and (2) limitations in the hours of floodlit use of pitches.    

• The GLA study identified a need to retain and increase considerably the supply 

of AGP’s across all of London. SE London was identified as having a better/higher 

supply and demand balance than all other areas of London, there is however still 

a considerable deficit.    

• Across the five boroughs for the Crystal Palace area, the findings are, that 

demand for AGPs exceeded supply by 31 full size pitches in 2017 and by 36 

pitches in 2041. Only in Bromley is the supply greater than demand and this is by 

1.7 pitches in 2017 and 1.2 full size pitches in 2041. 

• Bromley has the highest supply of pitches across all the London Boroughs with 12 

full size pitches in 2017. In the other Crystal Palace Boroughs, Southwark has nine 

pitches, Croydon six pitches, Lewisham give pitches and Lambeth two full size 

pitches.  

• Given these overall supply and demand findings it is not surprising to find the GLA 

study identified that all pitch sites are operating at 100% of their capacity in the 

hours available for community use at peak times. 

• The Football Association strategy objective to play all affiliated football on 3g 

surface pitches is going to further increase the demand for this type of pitch 

surface.  In 2017 there are fewer three surfaces than sand filled pitches across the 

five Boroughs and so there will be football pressure to either increase pitch supply 

with 3g surfaces, or, convert sand filled pitches to a 3g surface. Bromley is the 

exception, where nine of the 12 pitches are 3g surfaces, In Croydon two out of 6 

pitches have a 3g surface, in Lambeth neither of the 2 pitches are a 3g surface. 

Whilst in Lewisham only one of the five pitches have a 3g surface and in 

Southwark three of the nine pitches have a 3g surface. 

2.157 Overall across all the assessment criteria and findings from the GLA study, it identifies a 

need to retain the artificial grass pitches at the NSC. Ideally there is a need to increase 

the supply but to acknowledge this is to meet the bigger deficit of pitches and 3g 

surfaces in the other Boroughs as well as Bromley.     

2.158 The key findings for artificial grass pitches for all five London Boroughs are set in the 

Table overleaf.  
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Consultation Findings  

 

2.159 The supply and demand assessment support the local view in terms of the need to 

retain and extend the AGP provision, for both 3g and sand based provision. This is 

further supported by the consultation, particularly for hockey.  

2.160 England Hockey consider the development of hockey at the NSC as a high priority 

project due to the high level of demand and low supply in the area from a 

participation stand point and also from a South London hockey hub point of view. 

Wayfarers are one of the leading clubs in London and finding a home for the Club is a 

priority. The NSC is considered to be an excellent location. 

2.161 Wayfarers Hockey Club currently uses the NSC sand-based pitch for junior 

development but would like to use the NSC more extensively. The single biggest factor 

limiting club growth is facilities. The club has grown by nearly 20% in the last year to 

over 1,000 members and are now one of the biggest hockey clubs in the country.  

2.162 Wayfarers use facilities all over South London including the NSC and would like to use 

the centre more as it is well located, and the multi-sport nature provides significant 

opportunities.    

2.163 Wayfarers would like to be one of the anchor tenants operating in a strategic 

partnership with other users/sports such as track and football to make the case for 

multi-sport redevelopment. Looking for a home with ideally at least 2 multi-purpose 

Astroturf pitches suitable for hockey and a clubhouse and believe CPNSC could be a 

fantastic location with its public transport links and proximity to current membership 

and hopefully future new members in the area.  

2.164 In terms of football from a county perspective there is no affiliated grass roots football 

taking place at the NSC. The NSC does not form part of the Parklife programme and is 

not viewed as a key hub site. Having said this the FA consider that London has a dearth 

of all weather pitches and access to any new facilities for grassroots clubs in London 

and probably Surrey would always be welcome and generally oversubscribed. The 

case for good quality 3g provision as part of any overall masterplan will therefore be 

an important element.  

2.165 The Crystal Palace Foundation have not responded to the consultation exercise 

despite several approaches.  It is recognised that their input is important and further 

consultation with them will be picked up by the GLA. 

2.166 In terms of netball there is potential for the Centre to serve as a base for greater 

recreational programmes and Summer Camps. The local Netball Development Officer 

receives several enquiries from people within the area wanting to get back into the 

sport or take up walking netball.  

2.167 The outdoor courts are however considered to be out on a limb, and on a split level, 

with inadequate run offs. England Netball would like to see the number of courts 

increase and better consideration given to accommodating officials, spectators, 

players. Safety concerns have also been raised locally, as there have been incidents of 

some threatening behaviour to those walking between the courts and car park / 

toilets.   

2.168 The Lawn Tennis Association (LTA) does not use the NSC to deliver directly, although its 

location is strategically important for tennis in south London as its central to Bromley, 

Lewisham, Southwark and Croydon. The infrastructure at the site and around it means 

there is good visibility within the local community and the transport links make the site 
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accessible. At present tennis activity on the site is focussed around local tennis leagues 

and school use.  

2.169 The current LTA strategy has a single focus to grow participation and prioritises the 

development and expansion of community tennis, representing a key opportunity to 

reach much wider and diverse audiences. We know that demand is high for tennis in 

Southwick and Bromley but not always accessible through the club offer due capacity 

issues. Opportunities exist to deliver more activity at the NSC.  

2.170 Deepdish Beach are keen to see the outdoor volleyball courts protected and 

enhanced.  

Overall Summary Outdoor Sport 

2.171 AGP provision presents a significant opportunity at the NSC, particularly in terms of 

hockey. The development of at least two high quality sand-based pitches and ancillary 

provision will meet a key strategic need as set out in the FPM analysis and NGB 

consultation. Wayfarers are keen to engage with the NSC and make the site a base on 

the same principles as the club and sports development model advocated for the 

indoor and aquatics provision.  

2.172 Beach Volleyball also presents a unique proposition, which should be protected and 

enhanced as part of any masterplanning process at the next phase.  

2.173 Other outdoor facilities play an important role in terms of recreational / community 

provision and income generation but are less strategically important. Whilst not 

strategic the general pitch and court provision are an important element of the multi-

sport offer and compliment the indoor provision. 

2.174 Protecting and enhancing other outdoor provision to meet local needs is therefore 

important. Opportunity may exist to consider the location of all outdoor provision and 

look to provide a focus through the re-modelling of athletics to develop an outdoor 

hub served by clubhouse for outdoor sports and clubs as part of the masterplaning 

exercise. This should house a mix of grass, 3g and court provision.  

2.175 The next section sets out the overall vision, outcomes and behaviour change required 

at the NSC, which in turn informs the needs and interventions both capital and 

operational set out in the later sections. A key part of any future operating 

arrangements will be to ensure alignment of the vision for the NSC and outcomes to 

ensure facility management and service delivery is better aligned with needs and 

priorities. 

2.176 Sport England’s Strategic Delivery Model reflects the need to develop a vision based 

on local insight, consultation and joint priorities. The next section therefore highlights the 

consultation findings and what this means in terms of a vision for the NSC and facility 

needs to deliver the vision. 
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3.10 Numerous areas were identified for improvement, but these were more about 

improving the quality of the existing provision, making it ‘fit for purpose’, as opposed to 

the provision of additional facilities, alongside management and operational 

frustrations. The priorities were changing, general building infra-structure, lighting and 

parking. The key facilities highlighted were the 50m pool and outdoor track.  

3.11 A petition was also undertaken by CPSP, which demonstrated the strength of feeling 

and support for the Centre. Receiving over 13,000 signatures, the petition asked for 

support in relation to the statement:  

‘We support a mixed-use sports and leisure centre at Crystal Palace - a sustainable 

facility that is shared by the local community, schools, clubs and aspiring athletes at all 

levels. It should be a resource that caters for the needs of recreational users as much as 

it provides for and supports the development of the next generation of Olympic 

athletes…we request that user groups and local stakeholders are more thoroughly 

engaged in shaping the outcome of this process.’ 

 

3.12 Finally, respondents were also asked to supply their postcode. These have been plotted 

and the map below illustrates the spread of respondents. Whilst the spread is quite 

wide there is a clear South London draw and a cluster in the 5 boroughs. This reflects 

the membership analysis and starts to draw a clear catchment for Crystal Palace. 

Map 3.1: Survey respondent postcodes 
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Open Forums 

3.13 Open forums were held on two separate days in February for general users to meet the 

consultant team and GLA officers. 

3.14 Alongside open discussions 126 formal response forms were received. The responses 

mirrored much of the CPSP findings with overwhelming support to protect and 

enhance the Centre.  

3.15 A selection of responses which reflect the feedback are set out below: 

• Centre badly needs investment and has been badly neglected. 

• The pool changing rooms and surrounds are a disgrace and dirty. 

• The leaking roof and pigeons are a sad state of affairs. 

• Poor booking process and reception do not help the customer experience. 

• The website should be a hub for all clubs. 

• Access to the athletics track needs to be improved. 

• The 50m pool is excellent and the only one in South London. 

• The 50m pool is the only one for miles. 

• The Centre should be a real hub for South London sport, training and events. 

• The breadth of facilities and range of sports offered is unique in South London.  

• The range and size and scale of facilities at the NSC are excellent. 

• The gym and exercise classes are excellent.  

• Instructors, caching staff and swim teachers are excellent. 

• Lack of outreach and marketing. 

3.16 The findings reflect the priorities set out by the CPSP survey and provide a powerful 

insight into where investment should be prioritised.  

Club Analysis  

3.17 Part of the consultation process included consultation with numerous Clubs, current 

and potential users of the NSC. A selection of responses, which reflect the views across 

a range of sports are set out in the table overleaf. 
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advantages for the development of swimmers as they always swim in what is 

competition mode. This opportunity and provision is almost unique to the NSC. 

3.26 Only in terms of athletics does the current scale of provision appear to be no longer as 

important from an NGB perspective, particularly in terms of the stadium.  

3.27 In terms of gymnastics and weightlifting current activity is well supported and forms part 

of the NGB structures. Further potential exists for growth.  

3.28 Outdoor sports appear to offer more of a recreational offer, although the potential for 

hockey development appears more significant in the context of Wayfarers.  

3.29 The scale of provision also allows for events use at sub-regional and county level across 

different sports. The NSC retains the capacity to host events at these levels and across 

a number of different sports and disciplines, although again this appears less critical in 

terms of athletics, where the sport has shifted strategically in terms of its events offering. 

The analysis in the appendix illustrates that the NSC is well placed to play an events role 

across a number of sports, particularly aquatics and hall sports. With a sports hall 

capacity of 1,500 and a swimming pool capacity of 3,000 additional seating would not 

be required to deliver a wide range of national league and regional events to service 

South London and is important in this respect given the lack of alternatives.  

3.30 NGB support for the NSC therefore appears strong and support the local user views 

and therefore begins to shape a vision of a sub-regional events and sport and club 

development centre. If this is a vision this needs to start to be shared jointly and 

committed to in any future capital or management interventions in order to deliver.  

3.31 As with clubs, the key will be how to turn the needs expressed into tangible support for 

the NSC, to ensure NGBs are fully engaged and involved in the development of the 

next phase of work to ensure ownership of and commitment to the design and 

operational solutions. 
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3.39 The NSC is competing with these venues for the same community participation market. 

Without modernisation and investment then there will be a continuing and harder job 

to retain its usage to these more modern venues. 

3.40 The Centre is not seen by the neighbouring authorities as a location to provide needs 

at community level but to provide for a scale over and above. The London Youth 

Games was referred to by all authorities as one of the unique roles, playing to the 

NSC’s scale and multi-sport strengths.     

3.41 Overall there are few up to date local strategies and with very little, if any, reference to 

the NSC.  Whilst the Crystal Palace catchment area extends into each borough, the 

NSC is not part of the individual Borough’s stock of their facilities, so not part of their 

needs assessment. So, there is limited reference in local strategies.  

3.42 In terms of a shared vision, there is therefore little or no integration with the local 

boroughs, crucially the NSC is not seen as part of the sport and physical activity 

offering. The Centre is viewed as providing for sport and events as opposed to those 

less active, which form part of the borough’s work and offer.   This is not to say this offer 

cannot be developed or that the Centre does not play this role in part, there are 

sessions which use the Centre for wider physical activity programmes, but this does not 

appear to be the reason for being for the Centre or why you would invest significantly 

in Crystal Palace over other local authority centres or physical activity programmes. 

3.43 However, the clear USP in respect of other authorities and where the strengths of the 

NSC lie are as a club and sports development and events venue offering and range 

and scale of facilities that the other authorities do not.   

3.44 Local authority support for the NSC appears consistent and clear and begins to shape 

a vision of a regional / sub-regional events and club and sports development centre, 

serving the residents of the five boroughs with specialist opportunities that the individual 

Council’s do not provide. If this is a vision this needs to start to be shared jointly and 

committed to in any future capital or management interventions in order to deliver.  

3.45 The London Youth Games has a 40-year history and Crystal Palace and the Centre 

remains the emotional home of the Games. Despite LYG hosting event days across the 

capital, the NSC still hosts the Spring and Summer finals weekends and the range of 

facilities and the multi-sport offer close together on one site provides a unique set-up in 

London. Olympic Park and Redbridge are also used but the set-up does not match the 

NSC. Despite this the condition of the Centre and increasing costs is threatening the 

long-term usage. 

3.46 The NSC is certainly key to the track and field elements of the LYG. However, rising hire 

costs for big events like this are becoming a real issue for organisers.  

Focus Groups 

3.47 The focus groups provided a coming together of all the local insight via consultation 

and involved users current and potential users, NGBs, Clubs and other interested 

parties. 

3.48 The focus groups took place over a number of evenings in February and were split into 

4 areas; aquatics, athletics, indoor sports and outdoor sports. The format followed a set 

script covering three topic areas designed to develop agreement around the vision, 

outcomes and interventions required at the NSC:  

• Why is Crystal Palace NSC unique? What is the vision? What is important and why 

in terms of outcomes? 
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• What are the interventions required at the NSC to deliver change and desired 

outcomes? 

• Where any future capital investment should be prioritised? 

 

Aquatics  

Why is Crystal Palace NSC unique? What is the vision? What is important and why in 

terms of outcomes? 

• It provides in one location separate swimming pools which can cater for all 

swimming disciplines and activities. So, the scale, dedicated pool provision and 

critical mass at the NSC are its USP’s.   

• The 50m pool enables for a network of swimming clubs to develop swimming 

participation and improve the performance of swimmers. The fact the pool is 

always ‘in 50m mode’ is ideal for swimming clubs. It is the only 50m swimming 

pool site that provides a dedicated 50m pool all the time. 

• The separate diving pool allows for dedication for diving and water polo. The 

scale and quality of the dry side diving facility along with the pool ensures there is 

the highest potential to develop divers to elite level.   

• The 25m pool allows for dedicated learn to swim programmes for both local 

schools and the local community to take place in a separate pool.   

• The venue provides for multi sports use, for example it can provide for triathlon at 

one site and it is the only venue that allow triathlon to take place in a parkland 

setting.      

• The centre has extensive spectating capacity and allows for major events to be 

held at the NSC.    

What are the interventions required at the NSC to deliver change and desired 

outcomes? 

• Build on success and don’t change what works very well.  

• Provide more dedicated time in the 50m pool for swimming clubs to develop 

club swimming and allow more swimming clubs to become part of the Crystal 

Palace network. Also diving in local authority pools is declining and so need to 

create more focus at the NSC.    

• Outdated provision or no provision for example - timing systems for events needs 

to be upgraded and not possible to do synchronised swimming because of lack 

of diving boards required by synchro.  

• Need for all round improvement – quantity of provision is excellent but quality 

needs improving, e.g. changing accommodation and social/catering provision.  

• Upgrade of the building itself, roof, and circulation areas etc.    

Where any future capital investment should be prioritised? 

• Upgrade on quality – as above, especially the 25m pool in terms of changing 

accommodation.  
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• Comprehensive diving investment programme and which would also allow 

synchro to be developed. 

• Centre management and promotion – promote the uniqueness of CP and what 

it provides. Focus on it being a multi sports centre, all sports and all activities from 

beginners to elite athletes and being able to be part of that that under one roof 

(and outside). 

• Dividing “wall/screen between the pool hall and sports hall with good insulation 

to allow events to take place for aquatics and dry side at the same time, with 

appropriate   temperature control for both areas.  

Athletics 

Why is the NSC unique? What is the vision? What is important and why in terms of 

outcomes? 

• Heritage and prestige of the venue in both British and London athletics – 

inspirational for training and competition, despite the current condition. 

• Combination of indoor and outdoor training facilities, in an area of London with 

strong demand and a track record of producing athletes of the highest quality. 

• No anchor club – instead a blend of training groups across track and field events 

that co-operate, and feed off each other. 

• Additional facilities at the NSC complex: road running opportunities, strength and 

conditioning provision, physiotherapy, etc. 

• For triathletes, the ability to train on the track and use the indoor facilities, as well 

as having the pools in CPSNC and the roads of Crystal Palace park for cycling. 

Single venue for training and competition. 

What are the interventions required at the NSC to deliver change and desired 

outcomes? 

• Condition of the indoor facilities – even with minor improvements to surface and 

heating in 2012 – athletes are training despite the state of the indoor provision, 

not because of it. 

• Access to the athletics facilities is difficult: “rabbit warren” of buildings, route to 

the track via the CPSNC reception is an impediment and breaks the connection 

with, for example, physio provision in the Jubilee Stand. Compares unfavourably 

with simple card access at other facilities. 

• Management: perception that the CPNSC management are not interested in 

athletics and don’t market the opportunities for training and events. 

• Pricing: feeling that this a barrier to grassroots athletes, and this is putting off new 

younger athletes from training at the NSC. Similar view on the cost of staging 

events at the stadium. 

• The lack of social focal point – closure of the bar near the track has removed the 

social hub for the athletics community – needs a club house / café / bar. 
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Where any future capital investment should be prioritised? 

• The development of a regional athletics centre, anchored on outreach, training, 

coaching and regional, club and school events.  

• Indoor training facilities as close as possible to the outdoor track, with associated 

trackside provision such as strength and conditioning. 

• Creation of a single access point directly to the athletics facilities. 

• Provision of “club house” type facilities to provide a focal point to the athletics 

facilities, as well as other support facilities (changing, WCs, etc). 

Indoor Sports 

Why is the NSC unique? What is the vision? What is important and why in terms of 

outcomes? 

• The scale of the main arena in sports hall space and which allows 2 full size 

basketball courts and volleyball courts and one full size handball court. 

• Spectating capacity of up to 1,500 (depending on sport/event) makes means CP 

is the only venue in London that provides this scale and capacity.  

• Other venues - as already set out - have bigger sports halls but do not have the 

spectating capacity, apart from the Copperbox.    

What are the interventions required at the NSC to deliver change and desired 

outcomes? 

• Establish the bookings and lettings policy between different user groups, Crystal 

Place membership, sports clubs and events. Determine which user groups have 

greatest need and deliver increase in sports participation and is sports/cost 

effective.  

• Based on the above make the NSC a dedicated base for leading sports clubs, in 

particular volleyball. Scope to increase participation and re-create CP as a 

leading events venue for indoor hall sports.     

Where any future capital investment should be prioritised? 

• Modernise the changing accommodation and repair the roof. Events have 

ceased coming to CP because of rook leaks and injury to participants (2017 

Badminton championships). 

• Investigate with Governing Bodies different floor surface requirements and 

establish if there is a floor upgrade that would suit competition needs for several 

sports.   

Outdoor Sports  

Why is the NSC unique? What is the vision? What is important and why in terms of 

outcomes? 

• Good transport links. 

• The Dome is impressive.   
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• The NSC is a neutral venue for football. 

• Location and price a key driver for hockey. Hockey pitches are hard to get.  

People like to come to the NSC despite the current condition of the pitch. 

• Other clubs come as its good for transport. 

What are the interventions required at the NSC to deliver change and desired 

outcomes? 

• Clubs given assurance that they are at a centre, and they have that security for 

training and matches. Clubs would commit and invest in the site if they were 

given assurances and support. Currently there is an operational disconnect with 

end users. 

• Clubs can work well together in a collegiate approach to supporting each other 

with resources.  The matrix approach with club led / owned facilities would work 

well at the NSC.  

Where any future capital investment should be prioritised? 

• Football; dedicated room for mentoring.  Club facility would be good for after 

match activities.  

• Be good to turn CP into a hub for hockey. Would like to see the development of 

a minimum of two sand based AGPs. 

• The development of Clubhouse is key, making it more desirable for clubs.   

• Ancillary facilities; strength and conditioning, physio etc also important. 

3.49 The focus group findings support the previous consultations and local insight and across 

all four sessions the clear message was for the NSC to focus on being a Centre for club 

and sports development and events, building on the USP in terms of the scale and 

range of facilities in the South London context.  

3.50 The condition of the current facilities and the operational model and lack of support or 

empowerment for clubs, was considered to be holding back the realisation of this. 

3.51 Critical interventions in terms of capital were seen as investment to make facilities fit for 

purpose to deliver a state of the art club and sports development and events venue. 

The need for new provision was rarely mentioned. 
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CREATING A STRATEGIC VISION FOR CRYSTAL PALACE NSC 

3.52 The evidence points to a clear and continued need for the NSC. The Centre remains 

strategically important, particularly in the South London context, where the scale and 

range of provision, the compactness of the site, location and public accessibility is 

unique in South London.  

3.53 The generic findings across all the evidence base work is that there is a strong body of 

evidence to support the NSC meeting the needs of a range of sports. It is truly a multi 

sports venue and provides critical mass because of the number of facility types at one 

location and which can provide for beginners through to elite athletes. 

3.54 There is nowhere else in South London, nor any prospect of anything similar being 

developed given the land take. The Centre is listed therefore closing the site and 

redeveloping is not an option. Regenerating the site is in line with GLA priorities. There 

are however significant issues in terms of the condition of the building and the current 

operational model. It is therefore important to define a clear future vision for the Centre 

and the facility and operational requirements to deliver this. 

3.55 A consistent theme emerging across all the evidence base work and consultations are 

scale and that the NSC is unique in South London. It is also evident that sport as 

articulated by the NGBs also supports this view, this is critical as the local view is a 

shared view.  

3.56 The overall features recurring through the evidence base sources are; scale of the 

playing facilities; the scale of the spectating capacity; the track record in hosting major 

events; the synergy between sports because it is a multi-sports venue; the location and 

serving a very large catchment population in London and SE London. All these features 

make the NSC unique.     

3.57 The NSC is particularly unique in the scale of the aquatics and indoor halls sports 

provision at one location. This means the venue can accommodate and programme 

all types of users. The fact of a dedicated 50m swimming pool, which is always in 50m 

mode is unique and is ideal in meeting the needs of swimming development. This scale 

with a separate diving pool and separate dedicated learn to swim pool is also unique 

and the NSC is the only venue to provide these dedicated pools.  

3.58 All the evidence base findings are supportive of the NSC location as a London, SE 

London and local destination. It is very well located to serve all three catchment areas 

as an events, clubs and local participation venue. 

3.59 The themes of change that emerge from the NGB strategy review are: the increase in 

alternative venues to the NSC; and the lack of clarity in the role the NSC plays in the 

provision for and development of club and sports development. For example, there is 

the very extensive and successful dedicated Crystal Palace Diving Centre and Club. 

There is then a network of local swimming clubs and the network organises and 

develops the extensive club swimming programme. There is not however dedicated 

Crystal Palace athletics club or indoor hall sports clubs, or a network of local hall sports 

clubs who could access the centre and make it a dedicated home venue.   

3.60 There is a mixed picture on provision for club sport and club development across 

diving, swimming, athletics and indoor hall sports.  There is extensive evidence that hall 

sports clubs, notably volleyball and handball would like to make the NSC a dedicated 

venue for club development, events and training, the participation trends support the 

growth potential. The different roles and provision for club development is diluting the 

collective impact the centre could have and there is a lack of clarity as to how and 

why the centres operates in these different ways. 
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3.61 Amongst the consultation findings were consistent references to; the history of Crystal 

Palace and the iconic status of the indoor centre architecture; the opportunity to 

experience so many sports and activities at one venue; long standing family usage of 

the centre and generations using the NSC; and the events programme and the setting 

of records. 

3.62 There is therefore a-clear evidence from local users, local partners and wider partners 

for a shared vision for the NSC to develop as a multi-sport centre focussing on club and 

sports development and events to serve the South London area. 

3.63 This should be built upon, as without the clarity of a long-term vision and driver the NSC 

will continue to drift without a clear purpose. 

3.64 The legacy of the facilities means that they are well suited to sports development and 

talent pathways – this was by design when the centre was built. However physical 

activity and sports development are not mutually exclusive. We heard clearly from 

clubs and NGBs about the importance of a sports led vision but a full vision will need to 

synthesise this with wider physical activity objectives to enable a viable business plan. 

3.65 Given the nature of the NSC, unlike the new Sport England vision, local and shared 

priorities are therefore more focussed on sport. This has emerged as a clear focus from 

the consultation, although these are clearly not mutually exclusive. Club and sports 

development and events have a critical role to play in the development of grass roots 

sport. Empowering clubs to develop and grow at the NSC can have significant physical 

activity benefits.  

3.66 Furthermore, in its new Strategy Sport England have pledged a minimum of 29% of its 

budget, which will be over £200m over the life of the strategy, to support the core sport 

offer.  

3.67 The NSC should therefore seek to develop a vision, which provides for multi-sport, multi 

pathway routes into participation, training and competition. For some sports that might 

be best done by clubs or a multi club structure. For others it might be led under a 

different model, i.e. operator led programmes. Sporting pathway development should 

be the objective with clubs acting to facilitate that.  

3.68 The focus on club development and events should therefore be a significant driver, 

however this is primarily focused on evening and weekend provision so an operational 

model that also makes the centre attractive for users during the off-peak weekday 

time, supporting the wider physical activity agenda, also needs to be established. This 

is where the wider physical activity agenda can be developed e.g. off-peak 

programming. Swim England are having a big push on the health benefits of swimming 

and have piloted a number of projects related to issues such as dementia and long-

term health conditions.  

3.69 This focus and need is therefore not and should not be at the expense of wider grass 

roots participation and physical activity programming. Indeed, club and sports 

development and events can drive grass roots participation and moreover the NSC is 

providing significant physical activity opportunities through health and fitness 

programmes and various other programmes and initiatives however this is not its USP. 

3.70 However, this should be put into context, there is little or no integration with the local 

boroughs, crucially the NSC is not seen as part of the sport and physical activity 

offering by the five boroughs. The NSC is isolated from these local networks and with 

good quality new centres competing it will be difficult to make significant impact and 

would not be playing to the centre’s strengths. The clear USP in respect of all the local 

insight and where the strengths of the NSC lie are as a club and sports development 
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and events venue offering and range and scale of facilities that are unique in South 

London.   

3.71 There will however need to be significant quality improvements in terms of facility 

provision to deliver the emerging role and probably more crucially a change in the 

operational arrangements and partnership around the NSC. Any changes also need to 

be shared jointly and committed to, to ensure any future capital or management 

interventions deliver. This means commitment from the NGBs and clubs to support the 

needs expressed as part of this evidence base work.  
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INTRODUCTION   

4.1 The baseline analysis has set a vision for the NSC. It is evident that the NSC needs to be 

retained and that the scale of provision is required to deliver the vision.  

4.2 This section sets out the key facility and capital investment interventions to deliver the 

vision across the four key areas; athletics, aquatics, indoor hall sports and outdoor 

sports, along with the development and management interventions. 

4.3 It is recognised that what is needed is not homogenous but will be different for different 

sports and activities.  

4.4 This is particularly important in the context of athletics, which is set out first.  
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ATHLETICS   

Athletics Stadium 

4.5 UKA has a long-term access agreement that secures use of the Olympic Stadium for its 

major events and is the key organisation in the sport regarding bid events to 

international federations. In light of the Olympic Stadium arrangement, the views 

expressed by UKA on the condition of the NSC, and confirmed in all consultation 

discussions with UKA, it is highly improbable that significant spectator athletics events 

promoted by UKA will return to the NSC. 

4.6 The level below UKA in athletics governance is England Athletics. In consultation with 

England Athletics at a number of levels, a similar conclusion has to be drawn to that 

drawn regarding UKA events. The England Athletics Chief Executive set out a position 

where he foresaw no future use of the NSC for their championships. 

4.7 The Head of Business Partnerships & Major Events has been trying to develop events at 

a level below UKA’s, but above the England Athletics national championships. So far, 

this has included the creation of the Manchester International match, at the 6,500 

capacity Manchester Regional Arena, featuring in 2017 home country teams, 

Denmark, GB&NI Under 20, a combined British Athletics League/ UK Women’ League 

team and a team of International Select athletes.  

4.8 While he aspires to creating further events of a similar scale elsewhere in England, he 

conceded that the NSC ‘is not high up on the list’ of potential venues, due to a 

perception that the capacity is too large for their needs, as well as concerns about its 

condition and access from the north of the country. Even if the international match 

concept did succeed – far from certain - and then was rolled out more widely, it is 

clear that the NSC is only one of a number of options - and not one that is currently 

favoured by England Athletics. This therefore would be a very tenuous justification for 

the retention of significant spectator capacity at the NSC. 

4.9 Below England Athletics, potential users for the stadium fall into the category of 

‘regional’ and club competition providers, as well as the already healthy schools sports 

sector. To improve the NSC’s credibility and attraction to the former groups, thought 

will need to be given to the way the stadium is marketed and priced in future. No 

evidence has been found of GLL marketing the stadium to athletics competition 

providers; this will be necessary in future to overcome perception problems regarding 

condition, cost and accessibility. 

4.10 The athletics governing bodies in consultation have stressed the importance that 

whatever permanent spectator capacity is retained at the NSC, it will be important to 

retain ‘scalability’ so that additional temporary capacity and/or event infrastructure 

can be added to meet event requirements. Aberdare has been cited as a case study 

of a facility primarily focused on training/club use, but with the scope to overlay 

infrastructure to accommodate events up to and including Welsh National 

Championships. 

4.11 There is no justification for retaining the current spectator capacity or infrastructure for 

the stadium at the NSC if its future is based solely on athletics events use. It may be 

possible that another sport, almost certainly using the infield pitch, could make a case 

for retaining some permanent capacity, but there is not an athletics-only case for its 

retention in its current capacity. It should also be noted that the last 20 years in the UK 

have produced a number of case studies of the difficulties caused by attempting to 

dovetail the requirements of athletics and pitch sports. It is not impossible to achieve, 

but it should not be seen as a simple solution: conflicts arise over pitch maintenance 

(leading to throws events being restricted) and spectator proximity to the pitch, as well 

as access to the track for training conflicting with pitch events. 
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4.12 One advantage of the Crystal Palace stadium site is that it sits in a natural bowl. In a 

future configuration with significantly reduced permanent spectator capacity and 

infrastructure, the bowl could provide very useful informal spectating. The nature of the 

athletics events that are likely to be attracted to the NSC – at regional level and below 

– suits informal viewing: the spectators are likely to largely be other competitors, family, 

friends and schoolchildren.  

4.13 It is not appropriate to make a specific recommendation for future spectator capacity. 

There will be a number of considerations, including: 

• any other sporting use of the stadium and the associated spectator 

requirements; 

• any other infrastructure to be developed trackside (see later sections) and the 

opportunities that this offers for creation of spectator provision; 

• the future of the Jubilee Stand in particular, with its current dual role as a 

spectator stand and an office provider with a range of tenants; and  

• master planning and wider proposals for the CPNSC site. 

Outdoor Athletics Training 

4.14 There is consensus amongst NGB partners in athletics that there is demand for outdoor 

training and thus the retention of the 400m track. This is a view that was unanimously 

agreed by consultees within the local club sector, and at the athletics focus group 

which contained athletes, coaches and club administrators.  

4.15 However, the NSC is unusual, possibly unique, amongst significant athletics tracks in the 

UK in that it does not have a resident ‘anchor’ club in the simple sense that one 

associates the track with a single club. This is not necessarily a weakness; sometimes a 

club can create an environment where the public believe that the barrier to entry is 

too high or too complicated to scale. A ‘mixed economy’ such as at the NSC has the 

potential to thrive if a range of users can be attracted and sustained. 

4.16 This is reflected in the formal opinion of the NGB. Following their lengthy statement 

about the future of the stadium, UKA concluded regarding the NSC: 

That said, UKA’s strategy also highlights an ambition to drive increases in participation 

to build an athletic nation; and to this end UKA is supportive of any indoor and outdoor 

athletics facilities that sustainably meets community need via an expansive community 

athletics participation programme delivered in partnership with a strong resident 

athletics club. 

4.17 It is clear that UKA make their support for the track conditional on the ‘expansive 

community athletics participation programme’ at the facility. There is already a blend 

of community use, as highlighted in the previous section, but this will need to be built 

upon to ensure the long-term viability of the centre and the value of continual 

investment. This is theme is revisited in more detail in the recommendations section. 

4.18 The second element of the UKA conditional support is that of ‘a strong resident 

athletics club’. As already discussed, there is not one dominant club. However, two 

traditional clubs have a presence: South London Harriers and Dulwich Runners. The 

former has a clubhouse base at Coulsdon, on the borders of London Borough of 

Croydon and Surrey, but has had a presence at Crystal Palace since 1991, when they 

signed an agreement to use the track. The latter use the track for training from April to 

September. 
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4.19 On top of this traditional club use, there is use by the likes of Met Track and Trackspeed, 

and a number of other squads of athletes built around coaches who have established 

themselves at the NSC. This is a sound foundation on which to build. 

4.20 South London Harriers (SLH) have stated in consultation that more than half their 

members choose to train at the NSC, and that potentially could increase with a 

stronger ‘club feel’ to the facilities, as well as an improvement to the conditions. Their 

other base at Coulsdon serves a different geographical market entirely – it is well 

beyond the reach of inner South London – and it is not unusual for a club to have two 

training bases. What is required is for the NSC to feel more like home for SLH, without this 

putting off any other users. 

Indoor Athletics Training  

4.21 When considering the potential future need for indoor athletics training at the NSC, the 

UKA statement is worth revisiting initially: 

That said, UKA’s strategy also highlights an ambition to drive increases in participation 

to build an athletic nation; and to this end UKA is supportive of any indoor and outdoor 

athletics facilities that sustainably meets community need via an expansive community 

athletics participation programme delivered in partnership with a strong resident 

athletics club. 

4.22 As an existing indoor training facility – and despite its condition – the NSC is serving a 

wide catchment in South London, as already illustrated. To justify the continued 

provision of indoor training facilities, it is vital that it demonstrates a lasting strategic role. 

4.23 The UKA Facilities Strategy for 2014-2019 would classify the NSC as potentially being a 

‘Regional Indoor Facility’.  

Athletics specific regional indoor facilities serve a much larger catchment area than 

their outdoor equivalents and they rely heavily on clusters of clubs, regular 

community/school usage and cross boundary competition programmes in order to 

make them operationally viable. Accordingly, UKA has an aspiration for 90% of the UK 

population to be within a 60minute drive of a regional indoor facility and based on 

these criteria there is currently good coverage across the UK. 

4.24 Noting that the NSC is part of the ‘currently good coverage’, it is important to consider 

whether it already fits, or potentially could fit, the rest of the description. A key proviso 

to be made before doing so is that in the London context, drive time is less relevant 

than public transport accessibility. The reasoning for this is twofold: firstly, driving is 

neither encouraged nor a reliable way to travel in London, and secondly that access 

to private transport is lower in London, particularly amongst young people, and those 

on lower incomes.  

4.25 Another factor to consider is that Blackheath and Bromley Athletics Club intend to add 

indoor training facilities at their track in Norman Park to the south of Bromley. To date 

the club have been unsuccessful in their attempts to raise the necessary funding, but in 

consultation they have stated their intention to progress plans with the funds available 

and ‘cut their cloth’ accordingly. Should they be successful in developing the facility, it 

would fit the traditional model of indoor/outdoor regional provision, with a single 

dominant club. It would also add to the supply of facilities serving south London, albeit 

in a location that is some distance from the most densely populated areas of the 

capital.
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Map 4.1: 20 Minute public transport catchment 
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Map 4.2: 40 minute public transport catchment  
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Map 4.3: 60 minute public transport catchment 
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4.26 The mapping on previous pages looks at four scenarios. The baseline scenario is Sutton 

Arena and Sutcliffe Park only in operation, the second scenario is to add the NSC only, 

a third scenario adds Norman Park only, and finally a fourth scenario adds both the 

NSC and Norman Park to the supply. In each scenario, the catchment of the facilities is 

mapped for public transport journeys of 20, 40 and 60 minutes. 

4.27 The athletics centre mapping should be viewed in the context of population density in 

South London. The map below shows the relative densities – as can be seen, the 

densest population is clustered immediately south of the Thames, and there is marked 

reduction in density moving into the outer boroughs. This has to be considered when 

looking at gaps in catchments for the various indoor centres. 

 

4.28 As can be seen on the indoor athletics mapping, with the supply of only Sutton Arena 

and Sutcliffe Park as indoor training venues, the coverage of South London is limited to 

a localised market in a less densely populated area, and a significant population of 

inner south London would find that facilities are out of reach. The implications of this 

are reasonably easy to predict: the most dedicated athletes might struggle with a 

lengthy journey, but for most it would simply put indoor training beyond their reach, 

with a consequent impact on their engagement with the sport. 

4.29 The addition of the NSC to the baseline supply - i.e. preserving the existing pattern of 

indoor athletics provision – makes significant inroads into populations that are not in the 

catchments of Sutton Arena or Sutcliffe Park. Notably, this widens the catchment into 

the more densely populated inner London boroughs of Lambeth, Lewisham and 

Southwark – replicating the existing user mapping. 

4.30 If only Norman Park is added to the baseline supply, there is a closing of the gap 

between the catchments of Sutton Arena to the west and Sutcliffe Park to the east, 

creating good coverage for outer south London. However, the relative inaccessibility 

of each venue for public transport users is reflected by the gaps that still exist in the 

densely populated areas immediately to the south of the Thames.  
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4.31 The final scenario, with both the NSC and Norman Park being added to the indoor 

training supply creates a broad coverage of south London, with little overlap. This 

would appear to be the ideal situation, although it should be noted that the 

development of Norman Park is far from guaranteed. It is perhaps not surprising that 

four indoor centres are required to meet the demand of south London athletes; there 

are already five indoor centres serving north London.  

4.32 In consultation, the condition of the indoor facilities, along with the absence of any 

athletics-specific social space, was a recurring negative for the athletics community 

when asked about the NSC. Some of the more repeatable descriptions of the indoor 

provision were ‘diabolical’, ‘shocking’ and, at the most generous, ‘tired’. Despite the 

current conditions, there is still training taking place to a high level. Improved facilities 

should only add to both the numbers using the NSC and the quality of training that is 

possible. 

4.33 Not surprisingly, the consultation exercise returned a strong and wide expression of 

support for the continued provision of indoor facilities for training. Blackheath and 

Bromley Athletics Club were the only voice to break the consensus, being ‘supportive 

of a sensible solution for the future of the NSC’, but not convinced by the need for 

indoor facilities at both the NSC and Norman Park, pending more evidence, and 

noting their concern over the lack of an anchor club at the NSC. 

A Vision for Athletics at the NSC  

4.34 In defining future athletics provision at the NSC, it is important to distinguish between 

the required facilities provision and the interventions in terms of development work that 

will be needed to ensure the best possible sporting and social returns on investment. 

The benefits of running to mental health is a big issue at present.  

4.35 Bridging these two elements will be the future operational and management 

arrangements, which must ensure that the facilities remain in good condition, are 

sensibly priced, well marketed and have athletics development at their heart. This will 

be a crucial aspect of any future contract and procurement process. Far greater 

ownership by athletics of the facilities will need to be built into any future 

arrangements.  

Facilities 

4.36 In order to deliver the vision previous sections have highlighted the need for: 

• the 400m synthetic floodlit track, and all associated field event provision; 

• limited covered spectator provision, with the retention of the natural bowl for 

informal spectating; and 

• indoor training facilities for sprinting, hurdles, jumps and throws. 

4.37 Assuming that retention and refurbishment of the existing indoor training facilities is not 

possible or desirable based on the next phase of work, then the ideal location for future 

indoor facilities would be as close as possible to the outdoor track.  

4.38 Ancillary facilities – or the lack of them – were a recurring feature in the athletics 

consultation exercise. As part of a new athletics centre at the NSC, the following would 

be considered essential to ensure it functions as effectively as possible: 

• strength and conditioning room (moving the existing weightlifting facilities); 

• changing and WC provision; 
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• a ‘clubroom’ with kitchenette – a multi-use social space for all athletics users and 

other club users, particularly outdoor clubs; and 

• a dedicated entrance. 

4.39 A building that contained the indoor centre, and all this ancillary provision, could 

double-up as the base for a spectator stand. This is a common configuration at 

‘regional’ level athletics facilities and reflects the provision at Allianz Park in north 

London.  

4.40 There are a number of interventions alongside suggested facility needs to ensure the 

vision is delivered.  

Development 

4.41 There was a voice at the athletics focus group who stated, “if you build it, they will 

come”, but other consultees have a very different view, and recognise the challenge 

that exists to attract and sustain athletics usage, particularly without a sole dominant 

club. 

4.42 Undoubtedly, improved facilities will be more attractive, and word of mouth within the 

sport should ensure that existing athletes will be drawn to the NSC in greater numbers, 

even more so if the events usage of the stadium is driven harder: events are a shop 

window for the training provision. 

4.43 However, building new generations of athletes to grow and sustain usage at the NSC 

will not be a simple process. Development work will need to take place within schools 

(again, school events are a good advertisement for the training facilities) and the clubs 

/ training groups at the NSC will need to be proactive to attract new young members. 

After-school and weekend sessions for interested, but not yet club-committed, young 

athletes need to be provided, but then routes for further development signposted. 

4.44 This is simple sports development, but it does require leadership and drive. The models 

for the necessary leadership range from sport-led i.e. NGB, locally-led (highly unlikely 

from LB Bromley, maybe London Sport?) or business-led, along the lines of the diving 

model in place within CPNSC. In all options the facility operator and local clubs also 

have significant roles to play.  

4.45 Whichever model - or blend of models - is pursued, there will need to be careful 

consideration given to the geographical targeting. If the straw poll of existing users’ 

home addresses is a guide, then there is already strong usage from Lambeth, 

Lewisham and Southwark. These boroughs also have a good track record in 

production of athletes, so offer a rich talent pool in which to fish. 

4.46 The redevelopment of facilities is always a good catalyst for putting in place 

development programmes, and a new athletics provision at the NSC should be no 

exception.  

Management 

4.47 Finally, it should be noted that the management of the facilities play a key role in 

ensuring that they remain attractive and consistent to their developmental philosophy. 

4.48 Considerations include: 

• maintenance of a high-quality environment – physical and managerial; 

• appropriate and flexible pricing policies – both for training use, and for events; 
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• marketing of the facilities, particularly for events; 

• support for the sports development efforts; and 

• Involvement of users in setting appropriate policies and procedures. 

4.49 Athletics is unlikely ever to be a money-spinner for facilities management, and thus 

their incentive for providing the necessary elements for success has to be defined and 

agreed differently. Measuring ‘success’ for management of the athletics facilities has 

to be a blend of financial performance and meeting developmental targets.  
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AQUATICS   

4.50 There is a very strong evidence base for retention of the aquatics facility: 

• Swim England strategies identify the need to retain the NSC to meet the 

requirement for it being one of two 50m competition pools required in London. 

Also, for the NSC to serve as one of five 50m pools required in London to meet 

swimming community participation needs. The NSC is the designated pool to 

serve SE London for this purpose.  

• The GLA London wide assessment of need for future need for swimming pools 

based on projected increases in population 2017 – 2041. This study identifies a 

shortfall in swimming pool provision across SE London. The loss of the NSC would 

increase this shortfall and for the need to be met elsewhere. 

• The centre provides spectating capacity for swimming events potentially up to 

international level. The centre needs to be retained to meet an events 

programme for international, national, London and County championships. There 

is no alternative venue in South London of the South East. 

• The evidence base developed and set out for swimming development by the 

Crystal Palace network of swimming clubs. The network of 12 clubs does not have 

sufficient pool time to meets is development needs and there are other 

swimming clubs that would like to join the network but cannot do so because of 

lack of pool time. 

• The unique scale of the Crystal Palace aquatics provision. It has four separate 

pool areas, and this allows dedicated use of each pool area for its own 

swimming activities. This allows for a dedicated pool for learn to swim, a 

dedicated pool for swimming participation and which also provides for swimming 

development by clubs and a dedicated pool for diving and water polo. 

• The Crystal Palace Diving Centre is a unique facility with the combination and 

scale of the diving pool and dry side gym. It has developed a very extensive 

track record of introducing diving to junior school children. It then has clear and 

extensive development pathways for diving through the London Schools 

programme and regional programmes, through to its designation as one of Swim 

England’s Diving Development Centres, leading up to the coaching of elite 

divers at national and international level. It is a unique facility with a dedicated 

dive gym combined with a development programme.   

50m Pool 

4.51 The options for change for the 50m pool are about (1) changing the use of the pool – 

from dedication to making it a more flexible pool and which could accommodate 

learn to swim (2) retaining the dedication as a 50m pool in 50m mode but change the 

programme of use. 

4.52 In terms of the vision; option 1 changes the use of the 50m pool – from dedication to 

making it a more flexible pool, which could also accommodate learn to swim and is in 

line with GLL views but is less aligned to the vision. 

4.53 The first option would require putting a movable floor into part of the 50m pool, so that 

it has the ability to become a shallow and deep water pool for a wider range of 

swimming activities, notably learn to swim and family based activities in shallow water. 

The advantages are: 
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• It provides flexibility in the use of the pool and it can accommodate other 

swimming activities in the same water area, most notably learn to swim. This 

would remove the need to retain the training pool (learn to swim) pool which is in 

a different location to the 50m pool and so would free up that area – an 

important consideration. 

• It provides for a more extensive programme of use for the 50m pool and 

increased use of the pool, which it can accommodate based on the data. Also, 

the cost of operating the training pool - energy and staffing are removed. Plus, 

any modernisation costs of the training pool, notably modernisation of the 

changing accommodation are removed. 

• It provides a learn to swim pool and a family-based activity pool with fun 

features, inflatables etc. The latter being the one type of activity which the NSC   

currently does not provide.   

• It provides for more flexible use of the 50m pool, with retention of the existing 

activities and inclusion of more – so a more cost and swimming effective pool. 

4.54 The disadvantages of this option are:  

• It changes the uniqueness of the NSC aquatics facility and the dedicated pools 

no longer exists.  This is contrary to the vision for the NSC established through local 

insight and would compromise the NSC aquatics facilities. 

• Putting a movable floor into a pool tank which is 50 years old may not be 

technically possible and could have a prohibitive cost. It would require detailed 

technical feasibility to establish if it can be done. 

• It is not what the consultation findings established.  The permanent 50m mode is 

part of the uniqueness of the NSC. It has allowed an extensive network of 

swimming clubs to develop swimmers and improve standards. The network 

requires more pool time and there are other clubs who want to join the network – 

all want to swim in a 50m pool. It was an overwhelming and consistent finding 

from the consultations. 

• It would reduce the total water space at the NSC by removal of the training pool. 

This when the GLA evidence base identifies a shortfall in water space in SE 

London now and a need for increased water space in the future. 

• It would mean a change in the programme of use to accommodate learn to 

swim. The learn to swim programme has an extensive weekend programme 

which is all day. At weekends there are swimming galas in the 50m pool and 

these require the whole pool. Also, the club network uses the pool at weekends 

and require 50m of pool space.  

4.55 There may well be a long-term business case that supports creating a more flexible 

50m pool and remove the costs of modernising the training pool and meeting the 

revenue costs. However, on reviewing the advantages and disadvantages, retaining 

the uniqueness of the NSC and responding to the consultation findings, the evidence 

base is supportive of retaining the 50m pool as a dedicated pool in line with the 

established vision.  

4.56 There are clear advantages to the retention of a 50m pool and these have been 

largely supported by consultation findings. However, the case for retention needs to be 

reconciled with a viable long-term business plan. 
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4.57 Option 2 would be to retain the dedication as a 50m pool in 50m mode all of the time 

but to change the programme of use. 

4.58 The advantages of this option are:  

• It is a much simpler option and retains the dedication of the 50m and which is 

unique to the NSC and has overwhelming support  

• The evidence base supports the change, the swimming club use is far more 

extensive than the recreational swimming usage and this has been consistent for 

several years 

• There is a requirement for more pool time by the existing network and other clubs 

would like to join the network, but lack of pool time is preventing this happening  

• The evidence from the data supports the level of use for recreational swimming 

could be met by a fewer number of lanes being available. It would reduce the 

scope to offer different lanes for different swimming speeds/competence, but 

the total usage could be accommodated 

• It is a management change and does not involve changes to the actual pool. it 

could increase pool income by greater use by clubs. 

4.59 The disadvantages are: 

• Reduced space (but not time) for recreational swimmers who like to swim in 50m 

and with a choice of lanes to swim in 

• Other uses such as triathlon and water polo may have reduced space for their 

activities, but this is a programming issue and could be accommodated 

• Should we have something about not being able to programme intensively such 

as other pools that have flexible use? 

4.60 Overall the advantages of this change do outweigh the disadvantages. The pool 

could be changed to programme six lanes for the club swimming network and two 

lanes for recreational swimming. It would be prudent to increase the number of clubs in 

the network to ensure there is increased use and not simply provide more pool time for 

the existing network. It will also be important to accommodate triathlon and water 

polo if the programme changes. 

Training Pool   

 

4.61 The training pool is the dedicated learn to swim pool and is located separately from 

the other pools. The scale of the learn to swim programmes is extensive. Across the two 

programmes of the school’s programme and the GLL programme, it averages 87,041 

visits for each of the five years 2013 – 2017.  

4.62 However, the programme is very much dominated by the GLL learn to swim 

programme and this represents 74% of the total usage averaged over the five years. 

The GLL programme is increasing in visit numbers and the year on year usage in 2017 is 

a 31.8% increase on the 2013 usage. 

4.63 Whereas, there is considerable variation in the number of visits in each year in the 

school’s programme. It ranges from, 9,150 visits in 2015 to 31,490 visits in 2017 but still 

below the highest year of 38,540 visits in 2013. The trend has however been to increase 

from 2015 onwards.     
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4.64 Overall there is clear evidence of a sustained demand for learn to swim programmes. 

The options for the training pool are:  

• To retain the dedicated pool as it is but modernise it as the current facility is of 

poor quality 

• To install a movable floor in the 50m pool, so it can accommodate learn to swim 

and become a more flexible pool and then not retain the learn to swim pool 

• Re-provide a dedicated new fit for purpose learn to swim pool elsewhere within 

the NSC complex. 

4.65 In terms of option 1 retain the dedicated pool as is but modernise it, the advantages of 

option 1 are;    

• The pool is self-contained, and it is a safe and secure environment. As it has its 

own changing rooms it is able to run school swimming sessions completely 

separate to the public swimming. This is particularly important to schools and 

especially the special needs schools. 

• The pool is a perfect pool for learn to swim. Depth - at 1m deep it is the ideal 

depth for teaching all ages of non-swimmers. Size – the training pool can 

comfortably accommodate five separate classes at the same time. 

• The programme of use has increased and there is scope to increase the schools 

programme. Movement away from a dedicated pool is likely to lead to 

compromises in the programing of the 50m pool between all uses – less pool time 

for learn to swim to meet increasing demand. 

• It is the least cost of the three options to retain and modernise the training pool – 

it requires modernisation of the changing rooms only.   

• The consultation findings are very supportive of retention of the training pool – 

dedicated use in a secure and safe environment.  

4.66 The disadvantages are:   

• It retains a pool in this location. The wider considerations for re-development of 

the NSC may require this space for other uses. So, it is about the wider 

development of the NSC rather than the training pool.  

• It does not allow for the more flexible use of the existing total water area and 

whilst the evidence base is very supportive of retention, the business case may 

require more intensive use of a smaller total water area. 

4.67 Option 2 to install a movable floor in the 50m, so it can accommodate learn to swim 

and become a more flexible pool and then not retain the learn to swim pool. The 

advantages and disadvantages of this option are already set out in the description of 

the 50m pool. An additional disadvantage of this option is the loss of privacy and less 

security for certain swimming groups. 

4.68 Option 3 re-provide a dedicated learn to swim pool elsewhere within the NSC 

complex. The advantages of this option are:  

• It provides new fit for purpose pool and with dedicated changing. It retains the 

dedicated facility and the safe and secure environment, and which are the most 

important features of the current pool. 
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• It allows potential renovation of the Paxton Axis as per the approved Park 

Masterplan. 

4.69 The disadvantages of this option are: 

• It is the most problematic – where is the site and how would it function with the 

rest of the Centre? What are the costs of providing a new build learn to swim 

pool versus the cost of modernising the existing pool? The Sport England build 

costs for a 25m x 6 lane pool (same dimensions as the existing poo) are £4.7m 

(2nd quarter 2017). 

• Would the new pool be 25m x 6 lanes? It may well be reduced to four lanes on 

grounds of site available/cost. The current pool can accommodate 5 classes at 

the same time. So, there could be less space and lower usage and less income if 

a 25m x 4 lane pool.  

4.70 Overall the advantages of option 1 of retaining the training pool as a dedicated pool 

and modernising it outweigh the advantages of the other two options. It is the most 

cost-effective option, which also delivers the desired swimming development outputs. 

It is also the option that retains the dedication of the NSC pools which is a unique 

feature of the centre. Finally, it is consistent with the emerging vision, consultation 

findings and the views of the long-standing swimming instructors. 

4.71 Although in design terms a new pool may prove a better option. In terms of needs 

what is clear is if the 50m pool is to remain as a dedicated area then a second pool will 

be required.  

Diving Centre  

4.72 The Crystal Palace Diving Centre has developed an unfunded £1.3 programme to 

improve and increase the scale and quality of the diving pool and dry side gym at the 

NSC. The project is endorsed and supported by Sport England and British Diving, as 

further development of the NSC as a talent development centre. Whist also allowing 

the further development of elite divers and extending the community programmes.  

4.73 The proposal includes an upgrade of the diving pool with inclusion of diving board for 

synchro swimming. The objective is to make the pool FINA synchro compliant.  Also 

provide water harnesses so that diving for disabled people can be introduced. These 

requirements have been supported in the consultation process and findings.  

4.74 Upgrade the diving gym to provide pits or consider re-locating the whole dive gym 

and upgrade to the north end of the centre. Increase the programme of use from 73 to 

91 hours per week and with an uplift of divers in the programme from 500 to 1,000. 

Finally introduce the primary school children testing programme to 500, 000 from the 

current total of 157,000.   

4.75 Overall the future development of the diving centre is supported by the evidence 

base. It builds on the extensive success and recognition of the existing centre, 

established over a long time through dedication. It does extend the role of the centre 

to provide for synchro swimming and be FINA complaint and so that provides even 

further diving critical mass for the centre.  

4.76 It does extend the capability to provide for disabled divers, so again extending and 

enhancing the role of the centre. The total project is endorsed and supported by Swim 

England and British Diving. The challenge is the funding of the project and how it fits 

within the overall redevelopment of the NSC. These should not be considered as 

constraints but challenges to deliver the project which has widespread support. 
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A Vision for Aquatics at the NSC 

Facilities  

50m pool 

4.77 Previous sections have highlighted the need for retention of the 50m swimming pool 

and to keep it in 50m mode, so as to meet the requirements of the Crystal Palace 

swimming clubs network and expand the network. Also, to meet the needs for 

community participation and events at County, London and National level. 

4.78 There is no change required to the 50m pool to meet these requirements. However, 

facility changes to the 50m pool are linked to other aquatic activities and this is set out 

next. There is a need to modernise the changing accommodation for all user groups.  

This was a key need highlighted in the CPSP and user surveys.  

Training Pool 

4.79 The training pool is a dedicated learn to swim pool. It is the only pool which because of 

its dimension and depth, can provide for learn to swim. The other pools are too deep 

and have the wrong dimensions. Learn to swim is an essential part of the Crystal Palace 

aquatics programme – both it and a learn to swim pool should be retained.  

4.80 The options are (1) to retain the existing pool and modernise the changing 

accommodation. Nothing needs to change to the pool tank.  This is the simplest and 

least cost option. It also retains the training pool in a separate location away from the 

public swimming pools. A safe and secure environment for learn to swim programmes is 

very important to schools and in particular special schools.      

4.81 The other options are (2) put a movable floor into the 50m pool and bulkhead, so as to 

provide a pool depth and dimensions suitable for learn to swim, within the 50m pool 

This option compromises fundamentally the 50m pool, as a dedicated 50m club 

development pool. It also provides a programme clash because there are Learn to 

swim programmes for eight hours both weekend days. Swimming galas are held on 

weekend afternoons and so the two uses for the same pool at the same time would 

have to agree a programme of use. 

4.82 Also putting a movable floor into a 50 year old pool tank would require a detailed 

technical feasibility study to establish if this can be done, before any decisions are 

made. A movable bulkhead would also have to be accommodated, whilst also 

retaining the actual 50m pool length for competitions. Again, a technically and 

challenging task, this option is the most expensive. 

4.83 Option (3) is to close the existing pool and provide a new dedicated learn to swim 

pool, elsewhere in the NSC complex as a new build. The current pool is 25m x 6 lanes 

and which allows for 5 teaching classes to take place at once.  Most learn to swim 

pools are within 25m x 4 lane pools and so the new pool may, on capital cost grounds 

be smaller but would mean less revenue income.  This option is the second highest 

cost, the Sport England figures are for a 25m x 6 lane pool capital cost £4.7m, and a 

25m x 4 lane pool is £3.6m (both prices 2nd Quarter 2017). 

Diving Pool and Dive Gym 

4.84 The diving pool and dive gym is the most successful part of the aquatics facilities at the 

NSC. The diving club/centre has a very extensive programme of use from beginners to 

elite athletes in the Olympic programmes. The combination of the diving pool and dive 

gym is second to none, in scale. The only swimming discipline that cannot be 

accommodated is synchronised swimming because of the absence of the required 

diving boards number and height.  
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4.85 The Crystal Palace diving centre is dedicated and supported by Sport England as a 

talent development centre, one of eight in the country. However, the programme of 

use exceeds this designation. 

4.86 The Crystal Palace Diving Centre has developed a £1.3 programme to improve and 

increase the scale and quality of the diving pool and dry side gym at the NSC. The 

project is endorsed and supported by Sport England and British Diving, as further 

development of the NSC as a talent development centre. Whist also allowing the 

further development of elite divers and extending the community programmes.  

4.87 The project includes an upgrade of the diving pool with inclusion of diving boards for 

synchro swimming. The objective is to make the pool FINA synchro compliant.  Also, to 

provide water harnesses, so that diving for disabled people can be introduced. These 

requirements have been supported in the consultation process and findings. There is 

further option to consider re-locating the whole dive gym and upgrade to the north 

end of the centre. 

Development  

4.88 There are some contrasting findings on development. The diving centre testing 

programme for local primary school children, works across schools in South London, the 

five Boroughs and more widely.  Since 2006 some 157,800 children have been 

engaged in the diving testing programme – a very extensive outreach programme.  

4.89 The diving centre club, then with Sport England support organises the school 

community programme across South London. Some 700 children from 250 schools 

across South London Boroughs participate in this programme. The club then works with 

the talented divers to train and compete in regional and national competition 

programmes. For the past six years the Crystal Palace club have been the junior 

national age group champions. 

4.90 Contrast the diving development introduction and development programmes with the 

schools learn to swim programme (introduction rather than development). For the past 

2-3 years and possibly longer, there have been 10 – 12 schools in the programme but 

there are over 50 primary schools within 3 miles of the NSC site. All primary schools have 

a national curriculum requirement to teach children to be able to swim 25m and be 

confident/competent in water by key stage 2. 

4.91 Undoubtedly, there are local authority community pools, that provide for learn to swim 

programmes. Plus, in all areas of the country, the time and cost of schools travelling to 

pools is impacting with declining learn to swim programmes by schools.   

4.92 However, contrast the schools learn to swim programme with the NSC operated learn 

to swim programme. The latter has full classes’ weekday early evenings and for eight 

hours on both weekend days.  

4.93 In short, there is demand and market for learn to swim programmes but for schools 

swimming it is at best static in terms of numbers of schools participating. The diving 

development programme demonstrates that by working proactively with local primary 

schools usage can be stimulated. 

4.94 This does demonstrate there is development work needed to understand why the 

schools learn to swim programme is small scale and what can be done to develop a 

more extensive programme, especially if a dedicated learn to swim pool is retained 

4.95 The development of swimming is undertaken by the network of 12 clubs in the Crystal 

Palace network. The clubs organise with GLL the programme of use for development of 

club swimmers and elite swimmers, working across the clubs. There is not a 
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development requirement for this network, just extend the number of clubs in the 

network and amount of water space available to the clubs. 

4.96 Within the current system there is a challenge in terms of the transition from learn to 

swim to a club. None of the clubs in the network is a ‘home club’ rather they use CP 

because it’s a 50m pool. As part of potentially increased space for swimming 

development at the centre consideration could be given to help smooth the transition 

from the learn to swim through to regular, competitive training, whether that be 

facilitated by a club or not. 

4.97 The diving programme does not require development. It has an established and 

extensive track record of achievement at all levels.  It wants to build on this for further 

success and should be supported.  

4.98 The development programme has thee diving testing programme, as reported since 

2006 some 157,800 children have been engaged in the diving testing programme. The 

club organises and manages the school and community. The club works with the 

talented divers to train and compete in regional and national completion 

programmes. For the past six years the Crystal Palace club have been the junior 

national age group champions. At the elite level the club has four elite coaches, 

funded in part by British Diving but also funded directly by the club, to support the 

development of elite divers to national, international and Olympic level competition.   

Management  

4.99 There does however appear to be different management models operating at the 

NSC:  

• Diving – a very successful diving club and centre and which under its own 

management has established a facility and development programme almost 

second to none and wants to achieve more. 

• Swimming – co-ordination between the NSC management and the Crystal 

Palace network of swimming clubs that achieves a very successful and extensive 

development programme. It appears as if the management is very well co-

ordinated between the NSC management and clubs.  As with diving, swimming 

clubs want to develop more, and this does involve management change, to 

increase the network and extend the amount of water space for clubs.  

• Learn to swim – a focused and very extensive operator managed programme of 

learn to swim. Contrasting with what appears to be a responsive approach to 

management of the schools learn to swim programme. There is scope to attract 

more schools into the programme, but this does require management 

intervention that appeals to schools and makes their time at the NSC more cost 

and curriculum extensive.  
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INDOOR SPORTS HALL 

4.100 The evidence base findings are clear in that, the scale of the sports hall provision, the 

number of courts, the playing area, the spectating capacity, the ancillary facilities and 

the location, when combined make it an excellent venue for developing indoor hall 

sports.  

4.101 The demand for NSC sports hall provision is therefore not as a community / recreation 

level for provision, there is significant quality provision in the area but as a large hall for 

development and as a club base / events venue as highlighted in the earlier 

consultation. 

4.102 There is an evident demand from the NGBs of sport to make/return the NSC to be a 

national and London wide events venue.  

4.103 The diversity of the London population means there is more scope to increase 

participation in volleyball and handball than elsewhere in the country. This is because 

of the very high popularity and participation in these sports by Northern and Eastern 

European nationals and the high number of these nationalities in London. 

4.104 There are sports clubs that would like to make the NSC a club base for increasing 

participation, improving standards of play and providing an events venue at a London 

wide and national level.  

4.105 The data and consultation findings point to an underperforming part of the centre but 

with significant potential. It is challenging to identify any trends in the data as the 

categories for the different lettings and types of use are so many. There does not 

appear to be an overall programme of use (as there is with aquatics) and the priority 

for bookings and lettings amongst the different categories of use are unclear.  

4.106 An evident finding from the consultations was a lack of clarity over the lettings policy 

and comparative priority for bookings for community use, in preference to long term 

bookings for a sports club. 

4.107 Another consultation finding was that for clubs securing access to facilities as a 

dedicated club venue, is the biggest issue for nearly all hall sports clubs, the NSC 

because of the scale of the venue and critical mass of other facilities at the centre, 

means it offers very real potential for this to happen, but in the view of the clubs it is not 

possible to achieve. 

4.108 Consequently, in developing the options for the future for the sports hall area, it is much 

less about options to change the provision (as with the aquatics). It is much more 

about clarity and delivery on the role and operation of the sports halls both now and in 

the future. The topics that need to be resolved are; 

• Determining the lettings policy for use and accessing the main arena and north 

balcony by clubs, membership of the NSC and recreational play by non-

members. 

• Setting criteria for this policy, is it to maximise club use or use by the membership 

or other groups/users and which delivers most in terms of usage and sports 

development? What are the costs and benefits of different lettings options.  

• Reviewing the scope to make changes to accommodate sports club with a 

regular let for halls sports clubs to increase participation and make the NSC a 

dedicated club venue in particular volleyball and handball, are searching for 

dedicated venues to grow their clubs, league play and for training, They have 

identified the NSC as an ideal venue in meeting these needs. 
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• Reconcile the policy and charging policy for staging events for indoor hall sports 

with the other range of uses of the NSC. In particular providing dedicated time 

for sports clubs to develop the NSC as a club venue for participation and events. 

4.109 It is considered if these points are addressed and resolved, there is scope to make 

more use of the main arena and north balcony. These changes could be introduced 

quickly, and it does require the GLA and GLL to consider jointly and address the scope 

to make changes within the management contract. 

4.110 Longer term the evidence base has not identified the need to increase the provision of 

the sports hall space but there is a need to improve the quality of the floor surfaces, 

changing accommodation and most importantly repair the roof.  

A Vision for Indoor Hall Sports at the NSC  

4.111 In defining future indoor sports hall provision at the NSC, it is important to distinguish 

between the required facilities provision and the interventions in terms of development 

work that will be needed to ensure the best possible sporting and social returns on 

investment.   

4.112 Bridging these two elements will be the future operational and management 

arrangements, which must ensure that the facilities remain in good condition and are 

sensibly priced. In terms of the main hall there are some clear condition issues which 

need to be addressed to enable the facilities to play an effective club and event role. 

Facilities 

4.113 The scale of the sports hall provision, the number of courts, the playing area, the 

spectating capacity, the ancillary facilities and the location, all make it an excellent 

venue for developing indoor hall sports.  This combination needs to be retained but 

there is no need to increase the number of courts.   

4.114 The space is one of only three venues, along with the Copperbox on the Olympic Park 

site   and Sportshouse in Barking that provides for two full size basketball and volleyball 

courts and allows for one events show court. It can also provide a full-size handball 

court. 

4.115 The facility requirements are: 

• to fix the leaking roof. This has led to injury to participants and events now moving 

from the NSC; 

• also upgrade the changing accommodation and investigate with governing 

bodies if there is a floor surface compatible for all their events use; and 

• the common facility requirement for aquatics and indoor hall sports halls is for 

some screening/sound and acoustic proofing between the two areas, so as to 

allow for events in both the pool and sports hall to be held at the same time. This 

is a long standing and well documented problem and a major problem in 

preventing more events use at the NSC. 

 

Development   

4.116 The development of participation and improving standards of players’ offers huge 

potential at the NSC. As reported the scale of the facilities in South London are unique.  

4.117 It is the role of the sports clubs to increase participation and improve standards of 

players and teams. It is the role of the NSC management to facilitate this and make it 
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happen - but the potential is hugely under realised. So, it is a mismatch between the 

clubs very real potential and opportunity to make this happen and the actual NSC 

operation.  This is not a development topic but is about management and set out 

under that heading.  

Management  

4.118 Management of the facilities play a key role in ensuring that the NSC realises its 

potential.  

4.119 The sports halls offer a management approach which differs from the various aquatic 

facilities and activity. In short, there is an absence of clarity on the lettings policy and 

priority for the programme of use of the sports halls by: the Crystal Palace membership: 

recreational play; and use by external clubs. This does appear to be limiting the 

potential for use of the sports halls.   

4.120 The management topics in need of resolution are:  

• Clarity and clear communication on the lettings policy for use and accessing the 

main hall and north balcony by clubs, membership of Crystal Palace and for 

recreational play by non-members.  

• Setting criteria for this policy, is it to maximise club use, or, use by the membership 

or other groups/users and which delivers most in terms of usage and sports 

development? What are the costs and benefits of different lettings options?  

• Reviewing the scope to make changes to accommodate sports club with a 

regular let for halls sports clubs to increase participation and make the NSC a 

dedicated club venue.  In particular, volleyball and handball, are searching for 

dedicated venues to grow their clubs, league play and for training.  

• Reconcile the policy and charging policy for staging events for indoor hall sports 

with the other range of uses of the NSC. In particular providing dedicated time 

for sports clubs to develop the NSC as a club venue for participation and events   

 

4.121 It is considered if these points are addressed and resolved, there is scope to make 

more use of the main arena and north balcony. This may well require the GLA and GLL 

to jointly address the scope to make changes within the future management contract. 

A Vision for Outdoor Sports at the NSC  

4.122 In defining future outdoor sports provision at the NSC, it is important to distinguish 

between the required facilities provision and the interventions in terms of development 

work that will be needed to ensure the best possible sporting and social returns on 

investment. Bridging these two elements will be the future operational and 

management arrangements, which must ensure that the facilities remain in good 

condition, are sensibly priced and well marketed. 

4.123 Elements of outdoor provision; hockey and beach volleyball fit the model of club and 

sports development and represent key strategic provision. The remaining outdoor 

elements are important in terms of the overall multi-sport activity offer and provide 

important opportunities for community recreation and income generation 

opportunities.   
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Introduction  

5.1 The vision that this report sets out is to; ‘develop the NSC as a Multi-Sport Centre 

focussing on Club and Sports Development and Events to serve the South London 

area.’ This study found that the core facility provision largely delivers to this need 

however crucially the site needs investment to not only sustain its future but also to 

maximise this role and support club and sports development and event needs. This 

will be through potential new provision in certain areas and reduction in provision 

where the scale of offer is not in line with the vision or a sustainable future for the NSC.  

5.2 The evidence base will be used to inform the next stages of work at the NSC. The 

technical feasibility will consider the technical and design solutions, whilst the 

procurement work will consider future management and operational models to 

achieve the required development interventions and deliver the vision.   

5.3 Clearly there will be balances to be struck in terms of the delivery of the vision and 

need and long-term sustainability.  Without a robust business model, facilities fit for 

purpose and at a scale that reflects the future needs for sport and physical activity 

any new vision for the NSC is not viable.   The next stage of work will start to test these 

ambitions and work towards a sustainable future for the NSC. 
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